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WHEN POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE COLLIDE:
|MIXED EMOTIONS IN ADULTHOOD AND OLD AGE

LUCAS J. HAMILTON

ABSTRACT
Living life well is difficult to define; however, research has burgeoned over the last
40 years examining the concept of well-being. Past work has approached well-being in

different ways where some emphasize feeling good in the here-and-now (i.e., subjective

well-being), and others emphasize flourishing despite life’s existential challenges (i.e.,
eudaimonic well-being). Though age-based stereotypes are predominantly negative, older

adults report living generally positive lives (i.e., higher positive feelings, more meaning in
life). This phenomenon is called the “paradox of well-being” (PWB), and it remains a

perplexing phenomenon in emotional aging research. Most prevailing theories assume a
pro-hedonic approach where positive is good and negative is bad, but a utilitarian approach

may be more advantageous, which views emotions based on their usefulness, not their

pleasant or unpleasant nature. Research on utilitarian emotion has uncovered remarkable
findings such that negative emotions can predict adaptive well-being outcomes in certain
contexts. Furthermore, there is theoretical and empirical justification for the investigation

of mixed emotions. Despite evidence suggesting an age-related increase in mixed emotions,
there remains a large gap in the literature regarding how mixed emotions are experienced.

This study sheds light on how age influences in-the-moment mixed emotion reactions using

a cross-sectional sample of younger, middle-aged, and older adults. Using a guided
reactivity paradigm, in-the-moment mixed emotions were examined across three time

points. Dynamic affect changes were then examined in relation to well-being. Overall age

similarities in mixed emotion intensity emerged; however, some key differences in affect
v

trajectories became apparent, with older adults being more reactive overall. Beyond these
differences, there were clear age-related increases in well-being. Most importantly, older

adults had higher well-being and the greatest affect changes, but mixed emotions were
better explained by well-being rather than age. This preliminary evidence links mixed
emotions to age and well-being in a manner that suggests utility could be a partial

mechanism by which the PWB occurs. Ultimately, this novel approach to the PWB

provides some support for mixed emotions as a way in which older adults may maintain
overall positivity despite negative life circumstances.

vi
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

“You will see great sorrow, and in that sorrow you will be happy.
This is my last message to you: In sorrow, seek happiness.”

— Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov (1880)

Since the dawn of philosophical thought, humanity has pondered what it means to
live life well. Platonic thinkers define life as the perpetual pursuit of knowledge and
orderly, virtuous living (see Republic, 508d-e) where the hallmark of a good life was

eudaimonia, achieving the highest human good. Epicurus would offer a counterargument

where eudaimonic living must be coupled with the hedonistic pursuit of natural and
necessary desires (Vatican Sayings, 51; 71; International Encyclopedia of Philosophy,

5c). Hedonism—the active pursuit and experience of pleasure or lack of physical
discomfort —has been considered in other philosophical positions. While some espouse

hedonism in various forms (e.g., Utilitarianism; see Bentham, 1789), others believe that a
good life is not inherently dependent on satisfying physical senses (e.g., Existentialism;

see the work of Jean-Paul Sartre, Existentialism Is a Humanism; also see Viktor Frankl,
Man’s Search for Meaning).
1

At the heart of this research is the construct of well-being, defined by the

American Psychological Association (n.d.) as “a state of happiness and contentment, with
low levels of distress, overall good physical and mental health and outlook, or good

quality of life.” There is a key distinction between objective indicators of well-being,
such as functional status or physical abilities, and subjective well-being (SWB). Though

both act as independent predictors of healthy living (see Cummins, 2000), SWB captures
the self-evaluative essence of living defined by Diener (1984) and colleagues (1999) as

pleasant and unpleasant experiences, domain-specific satisfaction (i.e., work, family,
health), and global life satisfaction. Using these four domains, high SWB would be

primarily hedonic (i.e., feeling good) and reflected by high positive affect (PA), domain
specific satisfaction, and general life satisfaction and low negative affect (NA).

Complementing this traditional SWB model, other well-being operationalizations
take a different approach. Perhaps the most heavily researched model is Ryff’s (1989)

model, which includes six domains: autonomy, environmental mastery, personal growth,
positive relations with others, purpose in life, and self-acceptance. This model has

become increasingly synonymous with eudaimonic well-being (EWB; see Ryff, 2014;

2017). Described as flourishing in the face of life’s existential challenges (see Huta &
Waterman, 2014; Keyes, 2002; Ryan & Deci, 2001), EWB represents the pinnacle of

positive human functioning whereby people feel fulfilled by their engagement in life (i.e.,

relationships, roles). Notably, EWB is correlated with SWB (Disabato et al., 2016; Huta
& Waterman, 2014; Joshanloo, 2016), and it remains unsettled as to whether they are

truly separate aspects of well-being. Nevertheless, these constructs parallel philosophical

ideas of what it means to live life well.

2

Well-Being across Life: Getting Better with Age?
Though age-based stereotypes are predominantly negative (Ng et al., 2015), older

adults (OAs) report living generally positive lives contrary to assumptions of pervasive
decline. For example, Carstensen et al. (2011) conducted an 11-year longitudinal study

on a sample of younger and older adults. OAs reported higher levels of positive emotions
than younger adults (YAs), and positive emotions were maintained or even increased

over time (see Figure 1, which is taken from Carstensen et al., 2011). This phenomenon
has been called the “paradox of well-being” (PWB) by many aging researchers (e.g.,
Lawton, 2001; Kunzmann, Little, & Smith, 2000; Mroczek & Kolarz, 1998; Whitbourne
& Sneed, 2002). Notably, the PWB typically refers to developmental trajectories in life

satisfaction and emotional experiences. Although physical health tends to decrease with
age, SWB appears to be spared from such decline (Diener & Suh, 1998). Less work has

investigated EWB with some evidence suggesting an opposite pattern (e.g., Ryff, 1989).

The following sections address developmental trajectories of SWB and EWB.

Figure 1. Longitudinal evidence of (a) increasing PA and (b) emotional stability across
adulthood. These figures are directly from Figure 1 in Carstensen et al. (2011, p. 28)
3

SWB is generally maintained or increases. Life satisfaction. Early evidence
shows age-related maintenance in life satisfaction (e.g., Gana et al., 2013; Diener & Suh,

1998; Diener et al., 1999). Cross-sectional research shows that the healthiest OAs tend to

report higher well-being outcomes than their less-healthy counterparts (Kunzmann, Little,
& Smith, 2000). Findings from longitudinal studies (e.g., Berlin Aging Study)

corroborate these physical-mental health links (Gana et al., 2013; Smith et al., 1999);
however, these links are most relevant as people near-death (Gerstorf et al., 2008a,b). For
those who live to be 85 or older, a steep decline in physical and mental health occurs in

the few years before death, called a terminal drop (Gerstorf et al., 2008a,b), and these

variations are present cross-culturally (Gerstorf et al., 2010).
These years-to-death prediction models of life satisfaction appear to capture
psychological changes (i.e., losing the “will-to-live”; Carmel, Shrira, & Shmotkin, 2013).

There is evidence to suggest that EWB plays a key role in physical-mental health links.

For example, when faced with chronic illnesses, OAs who maintain high meaning in life
(an aspect of EWB) may better use psychological resources to counteract distress from

age-related physical decline (Wiesmann & Hannich, 2014). Similarly, cross-sectional
evidence suggests that searching for meaning in later life is related to poorer well-being
outcomes (Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009). With this evidence in mind, it seems that life

satisfaction may depend on a complex assessment of one’s circumstances (i.e., finding
meaning during strife) and not necessarily the objective reality of those circumstances.
Thus, EWB may be instrumental for maintaining SWB. Altogether, life satisfaction

appears to be relatively maintained in later life, which may be bolstered in the presence of

less robust physical decline.

4

Positive and negative affect. Emotional experiences are generally associated with
real-time evaluation of life events. Importantly, the SWB model from Diener and
colleagues separates pleasant and unpleasant experiences into two separate factors.
Though typically inversely related, these two dimensions of SWB have different

developmental trajectories. Aside from the decline in SWB apparent before death (i.e.,
terminal drop, see Gerstorf et al., 2008a; 2008b; 2010), normative affectivity appears to
be more positive than negative in later life. The average emotional experience of older

adults tends to be generally positive (see Figure 1), contrasting negative stereotypes that
typify OAs as lonely and sad (Hummert, 2011)—views that OAs hold about other older
people (Hummert et al., 1994; 1995).

Cross-sectional studies indicate age-related maintenance in PA and lower NA in

older adulthood (Carstensen, Pasupathi, Mayr, & Nesselroade, 2000; Mrozcek & Kolarz,
1998). Longitudinal research generally corroborates these findings. Most studies suggest

age-related decreases in NA and either very modest decline or maintained PA levels
(Charles, Reynolds, & Gatz, 2001; Carstensen et al., 2011; Kunzmann, Little, & Smith,

2000; Kurland et al., 2006; Windsor & Antsey, 2010). These results generalize across
several countries, though mostly among Western, individualistic cultures (e.g., United
States, Germany, Australia).
Additional research has shown that OAs are relatively savvy at controlling

emotional experiences. OAs may select situations where positive outcomes are more
likely and avoid situations that might beget negative emotions (Livingstone & Isaacowitz,

2015). When negative situations cannot be avoided, OAs may be more adept at matching
emotion regulation strategies to situational demands than YAs (Haines et al., 2016).

5

Moreover, when compared to YAs, OAs prefer to use less cognitively demanding, but

equally effective, emotion regulation strategies like acceptance (Schirda, Valentine,
Aldao, & Prakash, 2016) and distraction (Scheibe, Sheppes, & Staudinger, 2015). When

compared with YAs and middle-aged adults (MAs), OAs appear to enjoy relatively stable
and positive emotional lives. Cross-sectional and longitudinal methods produce similar
results, suggesting a link to some developmental process.

EWB may decline (or not). Although less research has been conducted on the

developmental trajectory of EWB, most work has been generated from Ryff’s (1989)
model. Ryff’s (1989) seminal paper included a cross-sectional analysis of a lifespan

sample (see Figure 2). This pattern of increased environmental mastery and autonomy but
decreased meaning in life and personal growth has been replicated in cross-sectional
(e.g., Mackenzie, Karaolyas, & Starzyk, 2018; Ryff & Keyes, 1995) and longitudinal

studies (e.g., Springer, Pudrovska, & Hauser, 2011). However, this pattern is not
ubiquitous. For instance, in the study by Springer, Pudrovska, & Hauser (2011), some

OAs had high EWB that was maintained over time, supported by evidence of higher

within age-group (particularly for
OAs) than between age-group

variance over time. The Ryff (1989)
model advanced research on EWB,

but age trajectories remain unclear.
Fortunately, meaning in life has

Figure 2. Cross-sectional evidence of age
differences in EWB from Ryff (1989).

been investigated somewhat

extensively.

6

Meaning in life. Conceptualized as feeling that one’s life is worthwhile,
comprehensible, and purposeful (see Martela & Steger, 2015), meaning in life is a key

aspect of EWB. As noted earlier, meaning in life relates to life satisfaction (e.g., Steger,
Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009; Wiesmann & Hannich, 2014), suggesting that this facet of EWB

may also be influential for SWB. To measure this individual aspect of EWB, Steger,
Frazier, Oishi, & Kaler (2006) constructed the Meaningful Life Questionnaire (MLQ) to

assess both the presence of, and the search for, perceived meaning. Contrary to the
decline in Figure 2, meaning in life appears to increase across adulthood when measured
by the MLQ. As shown in Figure 3, evidence from Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan (2009)

reveals that OAs report higher
meaning in life and less searching

for meaning than YAs. This

suggests that meaning in life may
increase with age, not unlike SWB.

Considering the relationship
between meaning in life and SWB,

being able to achieve emotional
states that one values is related to

meaning in life. People prefer

different kinds of positive emotions
as some seek out more intense

positive emotions (i.e., excitement)

accompanied by high physiological

Figure 3. Cross-sectional evidence ofMLQ
differences across age groups from Steger,
Oishi, & Kashdan (2009).
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activation (i.e., increased respiration and heart rate). Others may prefer less intense states
(i.e., calm) that are less physiologically disruptive. OAs prefer less arousing positive
experiences whereas YAs prefer highly arousing experiences (Scheibe et al., 2013). Age
differences in PA preferences are related to meaning in life. In a study conducted by Chu,

Fung, & Chu (2019), OAs who reported experiencing more low-arousal PA were more

likely to report higher meaning in life, but this was not the case for YAs. Instead, more
high-arousal PA was predictive of higher meaning in life for YAs.
Ultimately, meaning in life may be linked to SWB elements while still distinctly
representing EWB. There is reason to believe that OAs may maintain meaning in life,

although conflicting evidence (e.g., Ryff, 1989) makes it difficult to determine if this is
truly the case. Perhaps due to the mixed evidence for EWB trajectories, SWB has been
researched more extensively with an emphasis on why SWB is generally maintained

across adulthood despite cognitive and physical decline. Consequently, theoretical
development surrounding the PWB in adulthood focuses more on SWB than EWB.

Theoretical Explanations for the PWB
A variety of theoretical propositions have tried to pinpoint mechanisms that drive
age-related changes in well-being. Most emotional aging theories emphasize the PWB as
operationalized by SWB changes (i.e., maintained PA and life satisfaction, decreased
NA) whereas EWB has been incorporated far less frequently. The following are some of

the most heavily researched theories to date, garnering significant attention due in part to
supporting evidence. Importantly, most of the research on SWB and EWB across

adulthood has stemmed from these theoretical postulates. However, each has been the
subject of data-driven critiques. Table 1 provides a succinct overview.

8

Table 1. Overview of Discussed Theoretical Explanations of the PWB
Theory

Mechanism

Prediction

Socioemotional
Selectivity Theory

Future Time
Perspective

Viewing the future as more limited in OAs
produces socialization changes which leads to
increased SWB

Supporting Evidence
• Social network composition (Fredrickson & Carstensen, 1990; Fung, Carstensen, & Lang, 2001; Fung
et al., 2008; Lang & Carstensen, 1994)
• Social preferences altered by future time perspective (Carstensen, 2006; Lang & Carstensen, 2002)
• Limited future time perspective may increase PA (Hicks et al., 2012)

Counterevidence
• Limited future time perspective increases NA (Grühn, Sharifian, & Chu, 2016; Hoppmann et al., 2017)
• Causal chain (limited time perspective ^ social network pruning ^ high SWB) has not been found
(e.g., Huxhold, Fiori, & Windsor, 2013)

Dynamic Integration
Theory

Cognitive Resources ^
Affect Optimization ^
Affect Complexity ^

Increased affect optimization tendencies due
to decreased availability of cognitive
resources leads to increased SWB

Supporting Evidence
• Less affect complexity is predicted by poor emotion-cognition performance (Wurm, 2011)
• Higher SWB outcomes are related to affect optimization tendencies in later life (Brose et al., 2015)
• Over time, affect optimization increases and affect complexity decreases (Labouvie-Vief et al., 2007)

Counterevidence
• Affect optimization and affect complexity may increase over time (Joiner, Bergeman, & Wang, 2018)
• Affect complexity may be less age-sensitive than affect optimization (Brose et al., 2015)

Strength and
Vulnerability
Integration

Cognitive Changes
Socioemotional Gains
Biological Decline

OAs changing perspectives and increased
experience increase SWB but age-related
physiological decline limits these gains

Supporting Evidence
• Emotion regulation efficacy in OAs for strategies with low cognitive demands
(Livingstone & Isaacowitz, 2015; Scheibe, Sheppes, & Staudinger, 2015; Schirda et al., 2016)
• Limited physiological flexibility in OAs (Optiz et al., 2012; Tucker et al., 2012; Wzrus et al., 2014)

Counterevidence
• Self-report and physiological data suggest OAs robustly experience sadness
(Kunzmann & Grühn, 2005; Seider, Shiota, Whalen, & Levenson, 2011; Shiota & Levenson, 2009)
• Evidence of reappraisal efficacy in OAs (Lohani & Isaacowitz, 2014; Shiota & Levenson, 2009)

Aging Brain Model

Amygdala Decline

Neurological decline in the amygdala leads to
decreased processing ofnegative stimuli and
increased SWB

Supporting Evidence
• Volumetric declines in amygdala functioning relate to positivity biases in memory
(e.g., Cacioppo et al., 2011; Mather et al., 2004)

Counterevidence
• Amygdala reactions are evident in negative threat detection for OAs (Mather & Knight, 2006)
• Age-related degradation is not a severe as seen in other regions (Jiang et al., 2014; Long et al., 2012)
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Overall, the following theories emphasize age-related biases in emotional
processing whereby OAs preferentially process positive relative to negative emotional

stimuli in comparison to YAs, referred to as a positivity effect (Mather & Carstensen,

2005; Reed, Chan, & Mikels, 2014). Age-related positivity effects are commonly found
using memory (Carstensen & Mikels, 2005; Charles, Mather, & Carstensen, 2003;

Kensinger, 2008) and attention paradigms (Isaacowitz et al., 2008; Isaacowitz et al.,

2006; Noh & Isaacowitz, 2013). For example, YAs show a recall and recognition bias for
negative images whereas OAs show no such bias (Charles, Mather, & Carstensen, 2003).

When viewing facial expressions of emotion, OAs look at faces displaying negative
emotions less often than YAs (Isaacowitz et al., 2006). OAs recall past experiences as

more positive compared to initial reports (Ford, DiBiase, & Kensinger, 2018; Kennedy,
Mather, & Cartsensen, 2004), even with negative memories (Comblain, D’Argembeau, &

Van der Linden, 2005; Ford, DiGirolamo, & Kensinger, 2016; Ford et al., 2018). This
suggests that OAs evaluate life with a “rose-colored glasses” outlook, perhaps to regulate

their emotions toward more positive ends (i.e., increase PA, decrease NA).
Though the reviewed evidence simply scratches the surface of age-related

positivity research, there are two critical issues that need attention: the mechanism and
the impact. First, there is theoretical uncertainty as to whether age-related positivity arises
from enhanced saliency of positive information or avoidance of negative information. For

example, rather than an emphasis on positive stimuli as the name suggests, evidence of
YAs remembering more negative stimuli than OAs with no age differences in memory

for positive stimuli is considered evidence for age-related positivity effects (e.g.,
Hamilton & Allard, 2020; Kensinger, 2008). However, meta-analytic data suggest that
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enhanced processing of positive information may be the primary mechanism (Reed,
Chan, & Mikels, 2014). Nevertheless, it could be argued that either pattern (i.e., negative

avoidance, positive enhancement) benefits well-being depending on goal priorities (see
Scheibe & Carstensen, 2010 for discussion).
This theoretical flexibility may be advantageous to a degree, but it introduces
problems. For example, the theoretical justification for expecting negative avoidance v.

positive enhancement a priori is limited. Moreover, this opens the door for a number of
boundary conditions that contribute to the emergence of the effect. Meta-analytic
evidence suggests that sample characteristics (i.e., cognitive abilities, heterogeneity in

age within older and young adult samples between studies, i.e., young-old versus old-old

older adult samples) and situational task demands (i.e., performance motivation v. natural
responding) are key factors in the strength and emergence of the effect (Reed, Chan, &
Mikels, 2014; for examples see Gallo et al., 2011 or Grühn, Smith & Baltes, 2005). Not
only are researchers unclear about the mechanism, there are considerations within
sampling and experiment construction that may limit the appearance of age-related

positivity effects. Altogether, these issues make it difficult to pinpoint its mechanism as a
means for associating age-related positivity with SWB.
Second, research tends to operate under the assumption that positive preferences

service hedonic well-being goals. This “positive = good; negative = bad” (i.e., prohedonic) approach intuitively makes sense. However, only a few studies support this case
(e.g., post mood-induction looking patterns; Isaacowitz et al., 2008), and conflicting
evidence exists (e.g., age-similarities in looking patterns post mood-induction; Speirs et
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al., 2018) with explicit tests severely lacking (Isaacowitz & Blanchard-Fields, 2012). As

a result, this evidence is usually interpreted as a part of a larger theoretical framework.
Socioemotional Selectivity Theory. Socioemotional selectivity theory (SST;
Carstensen, Isaacowitz, & Charles, 1999) suggests that social goals change across

adulthood due to a changing future time perspective—specifically viewing the future as
limited in late life (Charles & Carstensen, 1999). SST predicts that as an individual ages

and realizes the finitude of life, they should engage with the world in a way that helps
facilitate PA in the here-and-now. SST emphasizes social network pruning whereby less-

familiar social partners are removed in favor of familiar and emotionally-gratifying social
partners.
Indeed, OAs identify fewer social partners than YAs in a variety of cultures
(Fung, Carstensen, & Lang, 2001; Fung et al., 2008), which may occur as early as the

third or fourth decade of life (Carstensen, 1992). In line with the SST predictions, there

appear to be mental health benefits for OAs who maintain smaller social networks with a
high proportion of close relationships (Lang & Carstensen, 1994). Several experimental

studies have illustrated that OAs prefer familiar and emotionally close social partners
when compared to YAs (Fredrickson & Carstensen, 1990). In sum, social network

composition changes proposed by SST are generally supported by existing literature.
The main mechanism for connecting social changes to well-being outcomes—a
changing future time perspective—has been shown to be important for determining the

relative endorsement of social goals (Carstensen, 2006; Lang & Carstensen, 2002).
Furthermore, Hicks et al. (2012) demonstrated that PA is more strongly linked to

meaning in life when people endorse limited future time perspectives. Thus, there is some
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evidence to suggest that limited future time perspective strengthens the need for positive

emotional experiences and altered socialization patterns.
Conversely, more recent studies show that the opposite pattern emerges with NA

being predicted by a more limited future time perspective (Grühn, Sharifian, & Chu,

2016; Hoppmann et al., 2017). Importantly, the reliable patterns of age-related reductions
in NA (Charles, Reynolds, & Gatz, 2001; Carstensen et al., 2011; Kunzmann, Little, &
Smith, 2000; Kurland et al., 2006; Windsor & Anstey, 2010) are still present. The key

contributions of SST are in the domain of social network composition and social goal
prioritization. There is little supporting evidence illustrating the causal chain that would

link changing future time perspectives as an explanatory mechanism behind the PWB.
Dynamic Integration Theory. Labouvie-Vief’s (2003) Dynamic Integration

Theory (DIT) proposes that cognitive limitations in older adulthood hinder the
orchestration of complex affective responses. The degree to which individuals integrate
PA and NA into a single experience, called affective complexity, is hypothesized as
paramount to SWB. Limited cognitive resources are thought to lead to less robust

distinctions between emotional states of the same valence (e.g., anger, sadness) and
greater distinctions between positive and negative (Labouvie-Vief, 2003; Labouvie-Vief
& Medler, 2002). Affective complexity is thought to promote healthy management of

temporary negative states that may facilitate PA and promote well-being. Affect
optimization, the degree to which people take a pro-hedonic approach to emotions, is

thought to minimize NA and increase PA.

Affective complexity seems to follow a curvilinear trend with gains from young

adulthood through early midlife and decreases from later midlife onward whereas affect
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optimization appears to increase across the lifespan (Labouvie-Vief et al., 2007). The

PWB could be explained by age differences in affective complexity and optimization
tendencies. For example, a younger adult and older adult may have experienced the same

life event (i.e., high school graduation); however, due to a movement toward a ‘feeling

good’ emphasis (i.e., affect optimization), the older adult may report more PA due to a
top-down emphasis on positive information. Importantly, DIT predicts that age-related

cognitive decline should lead to a progressive increase in pro-hedonic tendencies.
Indeed, there is evidence to support this notion. For example, in a lexical decision
task, OAs with higher cognitive abilities displayed patterns of emotional word
recognition similar to YAs (i.e., greater reliance on multifaceted information) whereas

diminished cognitive abilities predicted less integrated decision-making, presumably

illustrating poor affective complexity (e.g., Wurm, 2011). Evidence from a week-long
experience-sampling study demonstrated that while both YAs and OAs predominantly
reported prohedonic affective motivations, contra-hedonic motivations (i.e., desiring to

feeling bad) were more common at younger relative to older ages (Riediger et al., 2009).
Affect optimization is defined by less complex affect structures (i.e., less differentiated

emotions), which has been associated with later life and linked to higher well-being

(Brose, de Roover, Ceulemans, & Kuppens, 2015).

While age-related decline in cognitive abilities and increases in affect
optimization tendencies are in line with DIT, the degree to which these changes alter

SWB is less clear. Affect optimization tendencies do tend to become more prevalent in
later life, which may lead to higher well-being. However, there is evidence suggesting
age-related increases in poignancy (i.e., co-occurring PA and NA in the face of
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meaningful endings), which is a facet of affective complexity (see Labouvie-Vief et al.,

2007), as shown in cross-sectional (e.g., Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2008) and longitudinal
(e.g., Joiner, Bergeman, & Wang, 2018) studies. Moreover, in a study from Brose and
colleagues (2015), there were similar proportions of younger (43%) and older adults

(35%) who reported simultaneous endorsement of PA and NA over 100 days, with NA
facets (e.g., upset, hostile, jittery) being highly differentiated. This affective profile was

related to greater well-being outcomes than when NA was not differentiated, and there
were more younger adults (43%) than older adults (10%) who reported undifferentiated

NA. Thus, the developmental trajectory of affect complexity is still unclear, though being
able to distinguish between emotions appears important at any age.

Strength and Vulnerability Integration. The Strength and Vulnerability

Integration (SAVI) model (Charles, 2010) states OAs may utilize key socioemotional

strengths to bolster well-being, but biological changes that accumulate with aging limit
the usefulness of these strengths in certain situations. SAVI builds from the theoretical

foundation of changing perspectives inherent in SST. However, this model extends these
postulates by proposing that these cognitive shifts are driven by time (see Charles &
Luong, 2013) and foster the accumulation of socioemotional knowledge (e.g., Hess &

Kotter-Gruhn, 2011).
The socioemotional strengths that OAs are thought to possess appear quite

frequently in the literature. For example, OAs appear to be exceptionally capable at
making social judgments of a person based on a set of behavioral observations (e.g.,

Hess, 2006). This capability appears to be tied to social experience, as YAs who report
high social activity appear to possess this same ability (e.g., Hess, Osowski, & Leclerc,
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2005) . Moreover, OAs display high emotion regulation efficacy for behavioral (e.g.,
situation selection or modification: Livingstone & Isaacowitz, 2015) and minimally-

taxing cognitive (e.g., acceptance: Schirda et al., 2016; distraction: Scheibe, Sheppes, &
Staudinger, 2015) strategies. This evidence supports SAVI predictions whereby OAs

demonstrate high socioemotional functioning that helps maintain healthy adaptation
before, during, and after negative experiences.

Contrasting these socioemotional strengths, SAVI proposes that OAs may be
unable to capitalize on these aspects of aging due to biological constraints, namely

declining physiological flexibility. For example, when examining more demanding
emotion regulation tactics such as cognitive reappraisal (i.e., changing the meaning of a
stimulus to alter response tendencies—see Gross, 1998), neurocognitive studies suggest
that variability in prefrontal cortex activation influences OAs cognitive reappraisal

efficacy (e.g., Allard & Kensinger, 2014; Optiz et al., 2012; Tucker et al., 2012).
Psychophysiological studies illustrate OAs are less reactive than YAs initially, but have

more protracted recovery to baseline after periods of high arousal (Uchino, Birmingham,
& Berg, 2010; Wrzus et al., 2014). Delayed physiological responses may be beneficial

for short events, but SAVI predicts that chronic and high arousal stressors will result in
neurobiological dysregulation that mitigate OAs’ unique socioemotional strengths.
SAVI is a promising model as it can incorporate a multitude of evidence.

However, there are a few pieces of counterevidence to be considered. Notably, the

neurobiological demands of cognitively demanding strategies may not emerge in all
circumstances. For example, some studies show age similarities in self-report data and

physiological reactivity and regulation (e.g., Lohani & Isaacowitz, 2014; Shiota &
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Levenson, 2009). Additionally, OAs appear to be quite adept at regulating sadness

responses when compared to YAs (e.g., Kunzmann & Grühn, 2005; Seider, Shiota,
Whalen, & Levenson, 2011; Shiota & Levenson, 2009). This suggests that SAVI may

have some boundary conditions when predicting how certain age-based strengths will
maximize SWB. As a final comment on the utility of the SAVI model, specific causal

pathways need to be more thoroughly investigated. Similar to linking age-related

positivity effect to specific SWB profiles (see Isaacowitz & Blanchard-Fields, 2012), it is
unclear how cognitive changes and social expertise directly influence emotion regulation
efficacy and resultant SWB.
Aging Brain Model. Neuroimaging studies have investigated the brain-based
antecedents underlying older adults’ emotional processing preferences (i.e., age-related

positivity effects). Cacioppo and colleagues (2011) outlined a serendipitous inverse
relationship whereby declines in neurological functioning within emotional appraisal

regions in the brain (i.e., the amygdala) are predictive of enhanced emotional functioning

in late life. The main hypothesis for this model is that age-related structural decline in
amygdala volume is associated with decreased sensitivity to negative stimuli without
compromising sensitivity to positive stimuli.
Yet, it is important to remember that the evidence for the Aging Brain Model

comes from amygdala lesion patients. It may be a theoretical stretch to equate healthy
OAs to patients with brain-damage. Countering the proposed age-related decrease in

sensitivity to negative information, there is evidence to suggest that amygdala-based
threat detection of negative stimuli is not impaired in old age (e.g., Mather & Knight,
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2006) . Moreover, not all neuroimaging studies discover amygdala degradation to be more
substantial than other brain regions (e.g., Jiang et al., 2014; Long et al., 2012).

Moving away from emphasizing amygdala volume, more nuanced ideas about
neuropsychological origins of the PWB have emerged. In general, functional connectivity
between emotional appraisal (i.e., amygdala, insula, nucleus accumbens) and regulatory

regions (i.e., prefrontal cortex) has been increasingly emphasized, with special attention
paid to the neurocognitive demands of emotion processing (see Mather, 2016). For
example, bilateral recruitment of certain PFC regions during cognitive reappraisal may

illustrate the high demands of certain regulatory efforts that may prevent OAs from
achieving successful emotion regulation (e.g., Optiz et al., 2012). This then ties back to

SAVI evidence whereby OAs prefer and use less-demanding strategies (e.g., Livingstone
& Isaacowitz, 2015; Scheibe, Sheppes, & Staudinger, 2015). Nevertheless, affective

neuroscience is still developing, and caution should be used when applying these models
to broad changes in emotional experiences.

A Lingering Problem: Pro-hedonic V. Utilitarian
Though the proposed mechanisms differ, the reviewed theories hold a hedonic

focus (i.e., “positive is good; negative is bad”). Empirical evidence supports parts of each

theory (see Table 1), but these theories do not fully explain age-related increases in SWB.
Moreover, conceiving emotions and well-being in a purely hedonic fashion does not

apply to all situations, as there are instances where NA is appropriate and should be
experienced (e.g., attending a funeral). The utilitarian approach to emotion (also called
the instrumental [see Frijda, 1986 and Figure 1 in Tamir, 2016] or functionalist approach;

see Campos et al., 1994) dictates that people use emotions to help achieve goals,
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potentially foregoing hedonic motivations at a given moment to maximize long-term
benefits (see Tamir, 2009; 2016).
Coinciding with utilitarian philosophy (see Bentham, 1789), individuals may
endorse feeling bad when it is useful to obtaining future goals. For example, consider the

negotiation of a car sale. Rather than looking to foster a good relationship with the
salesperson, it may be advantageous to be more aggressive for the sake of getting the best
deal. Up-regulating anger (i.e., endorsing NA) may be beneficial whereas up-regulating

happiness would be less helpful to achieving the desired goal (i.e., saving money). The
unpleasantness of anger in the short-term could provide a desired benefit.

Indeed, empirical evidence observing utilitarian motives has emerged in recent
years, largely thanks to the work of Tamir and collaborators. For instance, Tamir, Chiu,

and Gross (2007) discovered that participants expected worry to support avoidance

behaviors whereas excitement supported approach behaviors. Tamir & Ford (2009)
further demonstrated these patterns (Study 1) and illustrated the utility of anger for
facilitating adaptive confrontational behaviors (Study 2). While these studies demonstrate
the existence of utilitarian motivations, the highly specific scenarios for discrete emotions

(i.e., fear, anger) make it difficult to generalize these findings to other contexts. More
importantly, the samples did not include MAs or OAs. In fact, very few studies have

examined the role of age on the endorsement of utilitarian emotions.

A recent study conducted by Allard and colleagues (2020) attempted to ascertain

whether OAs and YAs would differentially match emotional states to utilitarian demands.
Specifically, they investigated if age differences would emerge in the endorsement of

high-arousal v. low-arousal positive and negative states for accomplishing specific affect-
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oriented tasks. Results indicated that, regardless of age, positive solutions were preferred
for positive emotional situations more so than the negative. However, both OAs and YAs

endorsed a preponderance of negative solutions to negative emotional scenarios (see
Table 2 and 3 in Allard et al., 2020). Thus, both age groups appear to see the value of
negative experiences, which challenges theoretical postulates that typify OAs as being

solely oriented toward pro-hedonic ends (e.g., SST, DIT).

Despite the limited evidence surrounding age-related differences in utilitarian
emotionality, it can be presumed that pro-hedonic motivations do not guide emotional

responding in all situations. Moreover, treating pro-hedonic motivations as the sole
arbiter of well-being in adulthood likely oversimplifies the relationship between emotions

and health. Prevailing emotional aging theories maintain a hedonic emphasis, and it

remains difficult to address when NA may be beneficial. If one maintains a “positive is
good; negative is bad” outlook, this endeavor seems paradoxical. There is no denying that
positive experiences are integral for health (see Ong, Mrozcek, & Riffin, 2011) and a key

aspect of SWB (e.g., Diener, 1984; Diener et al., 1999). However, as will be shown in the
following chapter, NA can be valuable for promoting positive health outcomes.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Past research connecting adaptive emotional experiences to physical and
psychological health (henceforth referred to as emotion-health links) has predominantly

focused on positive emotions. However, a utilitarian perspective broadens the spotlight
by allowing negative emotions to be advantageous in certain situations. Indeed, positive
emotions are immensely important (see Ong, Mrozcek, & Riffin, 2011), and chronic and

high-intense negativity is undoubtedly detrimental for overall health (Dua, 1993; Gaskin

et al., 1992; Mayne, 1999; Sinha, 2008). However, there are instances where foregoing
feeling good can beget later positive outcomes (e.g., Tamir & Ford, 2009; 2012b; Tamir,
Ford, & Gilliam, 2013). Two important lines of research highlight the utility of negative

emotions in explaining well-being outcomes across the lifespan. First, research on affect

valuation—the degree to which certain emotional states are subjectively desirable—will
be addressed by looking at the potential downfall of overvaluing PA and undervaluing

NA. Second, the utility of negative emotions may change as life circumstances change

over time. This will be addressed by examining age-specific trajectories regarding the
experience of two discrete negative states: anger and sadness.
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Affect Valuation
Tsai, Knutson, & Fung (2006) proposed affect valuation theory (AVT; see Tsai,

2007; 2017) whereby preferred emotional states (i.e., ideal affect) differ from actual felt
emotions (i.e., actual affect). Importantly, there are interindividual differences in ideal

affect, which shapes the interpretation of actual affect. Tsai et al. demonstrated that
culture shapes ideal affect, with Eastern cultures preferring low-arousal PA and Western
cultures valuing high-arousal PA. These cultural distinctions have been shown in other

studies (e.g., Ford et al., 2015), potentially arising from differences in core values and
beliefs that translate into the desirability of particular emotions (see Tamir et al., 2016).
Thus, the emotional experience someone values dictates what they strive to experience
(which could be utilitarian or pro-hedonic).

Importantly, discrepancies between ideal affect and actual affect are related to
negative well-being outcomes. Most notably, overvaluing positive emotions can be

problematic, particularly when negative emotions are experienced. For example, people
are more likely to experience depressive symptoms when facing environmental stress if

they place a high value on feeling positive (e.g., Leu, Wang, & Koo, 2011; Tsai,

Knutson, & Fung, 2006). Moreover, in cultures that highly value happiness, not

experiencing PA can limit life satisfaction (Bastian et al., 2014). Experimentally inducing

a higher value for happiness limits happiness responses, perhaps due to a mismatch
between desired happiness levels and one’s own current feelings, which could produce a

sense of disappointment (e.g., Mauss et al., 2011). These findings suggest that

overvaluing PA may be self-defeating at times.
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AVT provides a new perspective on the experience of negative emotions whereby
having net-positive experiences (i.e., higher SWB) is not dependent on the direct

experience of PA all the time. Instead, the willingness to experience and appreciate NA
may be important for promoting SWB. This falls in line with the utilitarian approach
where context-appropriate negative states support greater well-being (Tamir & Ford,

2012a). Furthermore, people across cultures are happier when they experience emotional
states that they desire (i.e., ideal affect matches actual affect), regardless of the respective

pleasant or unpleasant nature of the desired feeling (Tamir et al., 2017).

Age-related differences in affect valuation have been studied in several contexts.
Scheibe and colleagues (2013) used data from the final wave of the 10-year longitudinal

study by Carstensen et al. (2011) to observe that OAs reported desiring more low-arousal
PA than high-arousal PA. Furthermore, OAs were better able to achieve their ideal affect

than YAs. This falls in line with theoretical notions from SAVI (Charles, 2010), where

high-arousal states, regardless of valence, are poorly regulated by older adults due to age-

related decreases in physiological flexibility (e.g., Uchino, Birmingham, & Berg, 2010;
Wrzus et al., 2014). This evidence suggests that the PWB may result from an avoidance

of highly arousing negative and positive emotions, and a prioritization of low-arousal
positive states, which would be in line with pro-hedonic considerations.

A separate experience-sampling study produced results that challenge this prohedonic interpretation. Although NA is traditionally associated with poorer health,
negative affect valuation moderates these emotion-health links to a substantial degree
(Luong et al., 2014). Luong and colleagues observed that higher NA predicted poorer

physical, social, and emotional health for someone reporting low negative affect
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valuation. Yet, this association was nearly, if not entirely, nonexistent for someone with

high negative affect valuation. Importantly, the sample included 365 individuals aged 14
to 88 years of age, and age did not modify the impact of negative affect valuation.
Taking the results of Scheibe et al. (2013) and Luong et al. (2014) together, OAs

may prioritize low-arousal positive emotions more so than YAs and are better at
achieving these states. However, an older adult who does not dismiss or entirely avoid

negative experiences could, perhaps, experience even greater health benefits. While there

is little information regarding situations where negative affect valuation would be

beneficial, it is possible that bad moods may not be as disruptive for individuals who
value these experiences. Nevertheless, the utilitarian approach to emotion couples nicely

with evidence suggesting that there are benefits to valuing negative, and not just positive,
affective experiences.

Age-Specific Relevance of Discrete Emotions

The discrete emotions approach (DEA; Kunzmann, Kappes, & Wrosch, 2014)

argues that emotions have adaptive relevance at certain ages. For instance, anger may be
more relevant in younger adulthood as a response to a blocked goal. Utilitarian emotion

research suggests that it may be adaptive to experience anger in preparation for social
confrontation (e.g., Tamir & Ford, 2009; 2012; Tamir, Ford, & Gilliam, 2013). In fact,

research suggests that YAs experience anger more frequently and intensely than OAs
(e.g., Blanchard-Fields & Coats, 2008; Charles & Carstensen, 2008; Kunzmann &

Thomas, 2014) while feeling less control (e.g., Phillips et al., 2005). Moreover, higher

anger in daily life appears to be linked to poor health (i.e., higher levels of chronic
illness) in later life (Barlow, Wrosch, Gouin, & Kunzmann, 2019).
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Conversely, sadness is often linked with a need to flexibly adjust to irreversible

losses and unattainable goals, which may be more salient in old age. There is evidence
for sadness promoting loss prevention behavior in YAs (Hackenbracht & Tamir, 2010).

Sadness has been shown to be maintained or even heightened for OAs relative to YAs
(e.g., Kunzmann & Grühn, 2005; Seider, Shiota, Whalen, & Levenson, 2011; Shiota &
Levenson, 2009). For example, subjective sadness responses to three sad film clips (e.g.,

21 Grams clip of a mother mourning the loss of her children) were significantly higher

for OAs when compared to YAs (Kunzmann & Grühn, 2005), with similar effects seen in

other studies (Lohani & Isaacowitz, 2013; Shiota & Levenson, 2009). The same pattern
emerges in objective physiological indicators of emotion (e.g., Kunzmann & Grühn,

2005; Seider, Shiota, Whalen, & Levenson, 2011; Shiota & Levenson, 2009) and when
remembering sadness-eliciting autobiographical events (e.g., Kunzmann et al., 2017;
Kunzmann, Richter, & Schmukle, 2013; Kunzmann & Thomas, 2014). Importantly, these

results demonstrate that the PWB does not preclude OAs from experiencing negative

emotions. These results challenge the notion that older adulthood is a period marked by

positivity alone.
Haase and colleagues (2012) demonstrated age-specific emotion-health links in

response to a negative film clip with multiple emotive themes. After watching an
emotionally ambiguous film clip, higher ratings of sadness predicted higher life

satisfaction (i.e., SWB) but only for OAs. Alternatively, anger was associated with higher
life satisfaction for YAs and MAs. This suggests that negative emotions can predict
higher SWB outcomes at all points in adulthood, but the emotion-health links may be
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age-specific. The authors suggest that these associations highlight the importance of
control opportunities (i.e., social status, financial resources, physical health) in old age.

Whereas anger may help promote approach tendencies (e.g., confrontation with a
salesperson), sadness may promote disengagement behaviors (e.g., deciding to leave an
unwanted conversation). Due to lessened resource availability and fewer control

opportunities in later life (see Heckhausen, Wrosch, & Schulz, 2010), it would
presumably be adaptive to disengage from a situation when one has a limited ability to

exert control. As a result of this disengagement, sadness may be an appropriate response.

Indeed, maintaining high anger in daily life appears to have poorer physical health
consequences whereas sadness does not show these negative emotion-health links among

OA samples (Barlow et al., 2019). Thus, sadness may be more useful for OAs than other
negative emotions, although few studies have addressed when or to what extent sadness

may promote SWB.
How Can Negative Emotions Contribute to the PWB?

A variety of evidence has been presented supporting the benefits of NA across the

lifespan. Overvaluing positive emotions detracts from the benefits of experiencing
positive emotions (e.g., Bastian et al., 2014; Mauss et al., 2014); valuing NA nullifies

negative emotion-health links (Luong et al., 2014); negative emotions are experienced in

later life (e.g., Kunzmann & Grühn, 2005; Seider, Shiota, Whalen, & Levenson, 2011;
Shiota & Levenson, 2009); and certain states (i.e., sadness) can predict higher well-being

(e.g., Barlow et al., 2019; Haase et al., 2012). There are limits to considering positive
emotions as the sole facilitator of beneficial emotion-health links. Yet, it remains unclear

how negative emotions may explain the PWB.
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The coactivation model of healthy coping from Larsen and colleagues (2003)
discusses the importance of both PA and NA in response to stressors. They propose that

healthy coping during severe stressors requires a balance between positive and negative
emotions (see Figure 4). This logic supposes that mild and moderate stressors are

managed via positive thoughts and feelings whereas major negative events require an

individual to work through substantial negativity (i.e., more negative thoughts and
feelings). Experiencing PA during a highly
negative event may allow people to cope and

find meaning in adversity by infusing positivity

in daily life (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000;
2007) . For example, a study of HIV-positive

men found that those who derived meaning from

their diagnosis had better immune functioning
and lower mortality rates than those who only
cognitively processed their stress (Bower et al.,
1998). Essentially, people who “take the good

with the bad” rather than strictly enhancing PA

and/or avoiding NA may more effectively cope
with highly negative events.

Alternatively, some evidence suggests
that PA and NA become increasingly negatively

correlated during times of stress (e.g., Zautra,

Berkhof, & Nicolson, 2002; Zautra et al., 2000).
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Figure 4. The coactivation model
from Larsen et al. (2003).

Positive Affect

Figure 5. An adaptedfigure from Larsen & McGraw (2011) showing predictions
(shaded areas reflect possible scores) regarding the co-occurrence ofPA and NA in
the (A) Valence-Arousal model (Russell, 1980), (B) PA-NA activation model (Watson
& Tellegen, 1985), and (C) Evaluative Space model (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994).

Indeed, PA and NA are typically viewed as inversely related by various models of
emotion (e.g., Valence-Arousal model from Russell, 1980; PA-NA activation model from
Watson & Tellegen, 1985). These models predict (see A and B in Figure 5) that feeling
positive means that one does not feel negative and vice versa. However, this approach

may not represent all emotional experiences.

For example, travelling to sites of a disaster, death, or human suffering (known as

dark tourism) produces negative feelings like sadness and shock but also appreciation for
today (see Zhang, Yang, Zheng, & Zhang, 2016 as an example). A more commonplace
example would be deriving positive feelings after watching sad movies by feeling moved
(Hanich et al., 2014). In these instances, PA and NA operate as separable dimensions that

are not inversely related (e.g., evaluative space model; Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994 [C in

Figure 5]). Thus, an individual could experience PA and NA in other configurations (e.g.,
high PA, high NA; moderate PA, high NA), indicating mixed emotions.
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Drawing from the model put forth by Larsen et al. (2003), mixed emotions may
serve to increase well-being during highly stressful situations. As one ages and
experiences decline, mixed emotions may produce healthy coping perhaps by

highlighting both positive and negative aspects of developmental events. For example,

the likelihood of developing a chronic illness (e.g., cardiovascular disease, Type II

diabetes) increases with age. Active health management (e.g., medication adherence,

lifestyle changes) is necessary to control these conditions. From the initial diagnosis to
the day-to-day confrontation of one’s poor health, maintaining a balanced approach to
one’s emotions (i.e., taking the good and the bad) may facilitate more health benefits than

a strict pro-hedonic approach. It would not be desirable for someone with Type II
diabetes to stop taking insulin because the action heightens NA. Instead, it would likely

be better to recontextualize the act of taking insulin wherein the negative aspects (i.e.,
being stuck with a needle) and positive aspects (i.e., life-saving medicine) are both

acknowledged.
More generally, normative age-related declines in sensory (e.g., Fozard &
Gordon-Salant, 2001), musculoskeletal (e.g., Salzman, 2010), cognitive (e.g., Salthouse,

2016), and other domains must be effectively managed to maintain good health.
Moreover, many people hold negative stereotypes about aging (Ng et al., 2015), perhaps

amplifying negative expectations of getting older. Essentially, the concomitant declines

in physical health and increases in SWB may be explained by a more adaptive blend of

emotional experiences in advanced age. Avoiding NA or enhancing PA may not be as
beneficial as experiencing both in a more utilitarian manner (i.e., mixed emotions).
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Empirical evidence supports the primary tenets of the coactivation model. Larsen

et al. (2003) suggests that injecting positive emotions within highly distressing events is
an adaptive response. One example of how people may achieve this is reappraisal (see

Gross, 1998), specifically positive reappraisal where people reframe negative stimuli with

positive interpretations. In studies of resilience after the death of a spouse, the presence of
PA in daily life alters daily NA for individuals by facilitating faster recovery from days

of heightened stress (Ong, Bergeman, Bisconti, & Wallace, 2006). However, this does
not indicate whether up-regulating PA or downregulating NA is the primary mechanism.

Later work helps clarify this issue showing that positive reappraisal buffered against
mental health declines after the loss of a spouse (Ong, Fuller-Rowell, & Bonanno, 2010).

Thus, experiencing PA in the face of NA (i.e., mixed emotions) may depend on an
underlying regulatory process whereby people find the good in the bad.

If the PWB is linked to positive reappraisal, evidence should suggest that OAs

effectively make use of this regulatory tactic. Given the extensive literature surrounding
age-related positivity effects (see p. 11-12), it could be that OAs easily identify and focus

on positive aspects of negative events. In fact, OAs appear to be particularly adept at
deploying positive reappraisal when viewing film clips in the laboratory (e.g., Lohani &

Isaacowitz, 2014; Shiota & Levenson, 2009). This pattern appears outside laboratory
settings as well (see Nowlan et al., 2015 for a review). For instance, in a three-week

experience sampling study, OAs more effectively implemented reappraisal during days of
high NA than YAs and experienced lower NA as well as higher PA during subsequent
days than YAs (Brockman et al., 2017).
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Altogether, these findings suggest that the ability to experience and up-regulate
PA in response to negative stimuli may be an age-related strength gained in later life.

Following the coactivation model from Larsen and colleagues (2003), effective positive
reappraisal during periods of high stress may lead to a more dynamic blend of PA and

NA, opening the door to the experience of mixed emotions. Prevailing emotional aging
theories have not explored mixed emotions and their contribution to health and well

being. Mixed emotions as a viable explanatory mechanism for the PWB remains
speculative. Very few studies have addressed mixed emotions across adulthood, with no

explicit test of how mixed emotions influence well-being. This work aims to address this
gap in the literature by examining if there are age differences in mixed emotions and how

mixed emotions may contribute to SWB and EWB outcomes in adulthood and old age.
Evidence of Mixed Emotions in Adulthood
Mixed emotions can be defined as the co-occurrence of two or more emotions or

emotional experiences associated with an event (Brooks & Li, 2015). Though mixed
emotions can refer to blending any variety of emotions from either valence (i.e.,

anger/fear, excitement/joy), this research will address co-occurring happiness and

sadness. Other examples of mixed emotions exist such as enjoyment and embarrassment
when indulging in guilty pleasures or enjoying feeling afraid during a horror film (see

Larsen, Coles, & Jordan, 2017). These states could relate to well-being in some way, as

attaining desired affective states can be beneficial even if they are unpleasant (Tamir et
al., 2017), which would be in line with affect valuation theory. Seeking out experiences
that may be “bad” (i.e., fear, embarrassment) could be predictive of greater well-being.
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However, the aforementioned instances likely do not appear to fall in line with the

coactivation model. Pursuing negative states to derive positive feelings is different from
coping with negative life circumstances. Both processes might be related to age-related
well-being differences; however, the latter has a stronger theoretical link to the PWB.
Moreover, the study of mixed emotions is relatively new and not well-established. To

examine mixed emotions in the context of the PWB, the mixed emotional state should be

comprised of emotions that are relatively ubiquitous across the lifespan. Additionally, the
combination of the two should be plausibly experienced together. Following this logic,

co-occurring sadness and happiness (commonly called “bittersweet”) is the best context
to assess mixed emotions for the present research.

Sadness responses are maintained in later life (Kunzmann & Grühn, 2005;
Kunzmann et al., 2017; Lohani & Isaacowitz, 2013; Seider et al., 2010; Shiota &
Levenson, 2009), whereas other negative emotions (e.g., anger) are not as easily elicited

in a laboratory context (Kunzmann et al., 2017; Phillips et al., 2006; Wrosch, Barlow, &
Kunzmann, 2018). Moreover, most alternative negative emotions (i.e., anger, disgust,

fear) are regarded as high arousal states, which may be avoided to a significant degree by
OAs (e.g., Charles, 2010; Scheibe et al., 2013). Using these emotions would likely

occlude any influence of mixed emotions due to underlying age differences in

experience. On the other hand, happiness exemplifies what most laypersons and scientists
regard to be the core of PA and is generally maintained or even slightly heightened in old

age (Carstensen et al., 2011; Magai et al., 2006; Kunzmann, Richter, & Schmukle, 2013).
Thus, studying co-occurring happiness and sadness presents the ideal set of mixed
emotions to be studied with an adult sample that ranges YAs, MAs, and OAs.
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The ability to assess mixed emotions has been a point of debate, particularly due
to disagreement regarding the existence and nature of mixed emotions (see Larsen, 2017).

Certain neurocognitive theories of emotion propose that the brain constructs emotional
states in an “affective workspace” (Hoemann, Gendron, & Barrett, 2017) through active

evaluation of current states and comparisons to past states (Lindquist et al., 2016). For
example, if someone accidentally lost five dollars, they may consciously experience
sadness; however, their brain may identify commonalities between past anger and fear

experiences. Importantly, these evaluative networks in the brain are not positive- or
negative-specific (Man et al., 2017), opening the possibility of not only mixed emotions

within the same valence, but also across valence.
One objection to this interpretation is the presumption that the inverse relationship
between PA and NA could stifle any opportunity for co-occurring positive and negative

emotions. While this claim somewhat depends on theoretical models of emotion, Larsen

et al. (2017) counters this objection by providing evidence that correlations between PA
and NA do not stand alone as indicators of mixed emotions. Instead, self-report ratings
and co-occurrence scores are valuable alternative operationalizations.

Co-occurrence scores attempt to quantify the relative intensity of mixed emotions
by taking the minimum value of each rating (e.g., mean and residualized minimum value
index, see Schimmack, 2001; mean-based co-occurrence, see Riediger et al., 2009). For

example, the minimum value index (MIN) requires that the smaller rating out of two
target emotions (e.g., happiness and sadness) be used. Thus, if one were to rate “5” on

happiness but “2” on sadness, the MIN score would be “2” and would remain at this
value even if happiness were to increase to “6.” This would allow for assessing the
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intensity of mixed emotions such that a MIN score of “10” would indicate that both
happiness and sadness are robustly experienced (i.e., rated as “10”). Meta-analytic data
suggests that co-occurrence scores provide more conservative estimates of effect sizes
and confidence intervals while other technique (i.e., self-report ratings) are more liberal
with higher chances of Type I errors (Berrios, Totterdell, & Kellett, 2015b).

Another objection may be the temporal nature of mixed emotions. Simultaneously
experiencing two emotions would be possible if people could maintain two separate
emotion appraisals, as suggested by some neurocognitive models (e.g., Hoemann,
Gendron, & Barrett, 2017; Lindquist et al., 2016; Man et al., 2017). However, rather than
true simultaneity, mixed emotions may arise from fast, momentary switching between

appraisals. Larsen & McGraw (2011) attempted to answer this question using button
press assessments. While watching a clip from the film Life Is Beautiful, where a Jewish
father attempts to amuse his son while they are persecuted by Nazis, participants
responded whenever they felt either happy or sad via separate buttons. Evidence of

simultaneity would be pressing both buttons at the same time. Results suggest that people
did simultaneously experience happiness and sadness (Studies 1-3), independent of

demand characteristics (i.e., reactive measurement) and participant expectations/beliefs

about mixed emotions (Studies 2, 3, 5 & 6). Importantly, a separate study demonstrated
that simultaneous measurement is not a requirement for detecting mixed emotions, as a

single assessment produced similar results (Study 2 in Larsen & Green, 2013). Thus,

mixed emotions appear to be reliably measured and adequately elicited in certain

laboratory contexts. However, it should be noted that these studies did not include OAs or
MAs, making it difficult to say whether the same pattern would emerge at all ages.
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Do mixed emotions impact well-being? As suggested by the coactivation model

of health (Larsen et al., 2003), mixed emotions may promote healthy coping by
integrating positive emotions within negative events. Indeed, there is research to suggest
that the presence of mixed emotions may increase well-being. Mixed emotions have been

shown to temporally precede psychotherapeutic benefits (Adler & Hershfield, 2012).
Specifically, during a psychotherapy treatment program, increases in co-occurring

happiness and sadness can facilitate gains in psychological well-being. It has been
suggested that mixed emotions may promote effective stress management when used

appropriately in the service of meeting fundamental human needs (Ryan & Deci, 2001).
This evidence may falsely suggest that mixed emotions influence health simply

through positive emotions. For example, the broaden-and-build theory of positive
emotions (Frederickson, 1998; 2001; 2013a,b) argues that positive emotions carry

adaptive value for survival by promoting behaviors with long-term benefits (i.e.,

acquiring new knowledge, better socialization). However, due to evidence showing that
overvaluing PA increases depressive symptoms and limits life satisfaction (e.g., Bastian

et al., 2014; Mauss et al., 2011; Leu, Wang, & Koo, 2011; Tsai, Knutson, & Fung, 2006),
this notion must be tempered. As previously discussed, highly stressful events are

inherently negative, and thus a more delicate balance between PA and NA may be
adaptive in this context (Larsen et al., 2003). Even though positive emotions are
beneficial in many instances, negative emotions still have a crucial role in promoting

healthy development.
Hedonic approaches to emotion may undervalue the importance of negative
experiences, whereas utilitarian approaches allow greater flexibility in what is deemed
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“good” or “bad” when it comes to pleasant and unpleasant emotions. Following this
thinking, the relationship between mixed emotions and SWB has not been investigated,

and little research exists on the matter. Alternatively, EWB has been associated with

mixed emotions particularly through meaning and purpose in life. For example, although
happiness negatively correlates with negative events, stress, worrying, and reflecting on

struggles/challenges, meaningfulness is positively correlated with all of these
(Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker, & Garbinsky, 2013). Maintaining high meaning in life when

dealing with chronic health conditions may counteract NA in OAs (Wiesmann &

Hannich, 2014). Thus, negative aspects of living (i.e., stress, worry, poor health) may

feed into meaning-making. Consequently, the search for and experience of meaning in
the face of negative life circumstances may be related to mixed emotions. A set of studies
by Berrios, Totterdell, & Kellett (2018) provide evidence that mixed emotions foster a

search for meaning during major life changes (e.g., graduation). Thus, mixed emotions

may be related to well-being more than PA or NA via its link to meaning in life.
Do mixed emotions change with age? To truly justify the notion that mixed
emotions may promote the PWB, there should be evidence of age-related differences in

the experience of mixed emotions. Unfortunately, only a handful of studies directly

address mixed emotions and aging, presumably as a byproduct of the pro-hedonic
emphasis for explaining the PWB. Nevertheless, there is empirical evidence suggesting a

decrease, as well as an increase, in the experience of mixed emotions in later life.
Beginning with the counterevidence, Riediger and colleagues (2009; 2014) have

conducted two studies using experience-sampling techniques to address age differences
in the desired experience of PA and NA. Riediger et al. (2009) found that increased age
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was associated with more pro-hedonic tendencies (i.e., desiring PA) and less NA. More
importantly, they investigated whether individuals would desire to maintain NA if it was

accompanied by PA. This was indeed the case; however, increasing age was associated

with significantly fewer mixed emotion experiences, with OAs reporting much fewer

mixed emotion episodes than YAs (see Figure 4 in Riediger, 2009).
In a second study, Riediger, Wrzus, & Wagner (2014) utilized both explicit (i.e.,
self-report) and implicit (i.e., Implicit Association Test) measures of affect

representations. They demonstrated that more accurate implicit affect representations
(i.e., discriminating between pleasant and unpleasant states) predicted more frequent

reports of mixed emotions, in line with DIT. More importantly, the same age effect was

found with older age predicting fewer preferences for NA and fewer mixed emotions.
At face value, these results seem to support the traditional “positive is good;

negative is bad” narrative. However, upon closer inspection of their methodology, it
seems that the operationalization of mixed emotions may have precluded OAs from

reporting mixed emotions. After calculating average PA and NA, mixed emotions were

classified as “simultaneous reports of momentary positive and negative affect that were

both more intense than the individual’s respective averages” (Riediger, Wrzus, &
Wagner, 2014, p. 953). Here, 11% of all assessments met this criterion in the 2009 study

and 12.7% in the 2014 study.

Operationalizing mixed emotions in this manner may be problematic. Viewing
mixed emotions as simultaneous, above-average reports of PA and NA represents only
high-intensity mixed emotions, which are presumably highly arousing. Emotional aging
theories predict that OAs avoid high-arousal experiences, regardless of their positive or
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negative nature (see Charles, 2010). In fact, OAs prefer low-arousal over high-arousal
positive states (Scheibe et al., 2013), perhaps due to age-related difficulties in controlling
physiological arousal (see Charles, 2010) as well as ideal affect differences (e.g., Tsai,

2007; 2017; Tsai, Knutson, & Fung, 2006). Thus, the operationalization used in these
studies would presumably limit sensitivity for detecting mixed emotions that are less
arousing or less intense, which may be experienced more often in later life.

Supporting this interpretation, Schneider & Stone (2015) examined telephoneadministered, diary-based assessments from two large-scale surveys of adults over age 15
using multiple operationalizations of mixed emotions. First, a covariation approach was

used where, traditionally, the correlation
between happiness and sadness is calculated

for each individual such that more negative

correlations indicate fewer mixed emotions
(i.e., greater independence between happiness

and sadness). Less negative or non-zero

correlations indicate greater mixed emotions.
Due to data constraints, they opted for a
multilevel random effects model of within-

and between-person differences in

covariation of happiness and sadness. AgeFigure 6. Survey data from Schneider
& Stone (2015) suggesting agerelated increases mixed emotions.

related increases in mixed emotions were

evident in both data sets (see Figure 6).
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Second, an ambivalence index (i.e., MIN score) was created. Rather than using

both happiness and sadness ratings, only the smaller value from each rating was used
(i.e., a rating of 5 for happiness and 1 for sadness would produce an ambivalence index of

1). This presumes that sadness and happiness are positively correlated during mixed
emotion episodes (e.g., robust mixed emotions require robust sadness and happiness),

which seems to fall in line with the operationalization given by Riediger et al. (2009;
2014). Nevertheless, the age-related increases in mixed emotions emerged, presumably
due to sensitivity in detecting less intense mixed emotions. All results held when

controlling for happiness and sadness, indicating that mixed emotions were independent

of the component parts. Third, using a latent profile analysis to determine profiles of
reported emotions, they found that a disproportionate number of OAs were more likely to

report mixed emotion episodes (see Figure 7).
More indirect support of the age-related increase in mixed emotions comes from

several studies addressing feelings of poignancy—co-occurring sadness and happiness in
the face of a meaningful ending. Hershfield and colleagues have identified that imagining

Figure 7. Probabilities of mixed emotion episodes from Schneider & Stone (2015).
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possible meaningful endings (i.e., visiting a personally significant location for the last

time) produces more mixed emotions for YAs (Ersner-Hershfield, Carvel, & Isaacowitz,
2009) and OAs (Study 1 in Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2008). When faced with actual

endings (i.e., graduation day for college seniors), mixed emotions were elevated when

graduating seniors were reminded of the impending end of college and did not appear
when unprompted (Study 2 in Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2008). Importantly, this work

merely implies an age-related increase in poignancy due to the saliency of anticipated

endings (i.e., end of life).

Altogether, despite findings from Riediger and colleagues (2009; 2014), mixed
emotions may increase across adulthood, presumably in a mostly linear fashion (see

Figure 6 and 7). However, there is much left to decipher. Research on mixed emotions
has not been extensively studied, with only a modest number of studies published in the

past 20 years. The emotional aging literature has only recently investigated the
phenomenon with limited and conflicting evidence. It remains unclear how mixed
emotions are experienced and how they relate to well-being in adulthood.
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CHAPTER III

THE PRESENT STUDY

Past studies do not tell a cohesive story regarding mixed emotions in adulthood.
Of the scant research available, methodological differences (e.g., operationalization of

mixed emotions) may contribute to disparate findings. Moreover, particular assessments
may be more or less sensitive to detecting age effects. Assessments of daily PA and NA
suggest that mixed emotions are experienced less frequently in later life (Riediger et al.,

2009; 2014). This evidence follows traditional PWB findings where OAs report
maintained or increased levels of PA and decreased NA relative to YAs or MAs (e.g.,

Carstensen, Pasupathi, Mayr, & Nesselroade, 2000; Carstensen et al., 2011; Charles,
Reynolds, & Gatz, 2001; Kunzmann, Little, & Smith, 2000; Kurland et al., 2006;

Mrozcek & Kolarz, 1998; Windsor & Antsey, 2010). However, when people provide
multiple ratings on a single day, mixed emotions appear to be more common in older

adulthood (Schneider & Stone, 2015).

It is difficult to say which results more accurately represent mixed emotions
across adulthood. However, research from Riediger et al. (2009; 2014) and Schneider and

Stone (2015) highlight one key issue: mixed emotions may not be a common daily
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experience. For example, in both studies from Riediger and colleagues, mixed emotions
were not experienced very commonly, with approximately one out of every ten reports

being considered a mixed emotional episode. Schneider and Stone found similar

proportions, although the likelihood of reporting mixed emotions was higher among older
individuals (see the solid line in Figure 6). Although these studies report different agerelated patterns, both are limited by the infrequent nature of mixed emotions in daily life.
The uncommon experience of mixed emotions falls in line with theoretical
notions about co-occurring PA and NA from the coactivation model (Larsen et al., 2003).

As previously reviewed, the blending of PA and NA may be adaptive but only during
highly negative events (see Figure 4). This is supported by evidence that shows the
benefits of experiencing PA when coping with highly negative events (e.g., the death of a
spouse; Ong, Bergeman, Bisconti, & Wallace, 2006; Ong, Fuller-Rowell, Bonanno,

2010). Thus, commonly experiencing mixed emotion episodes would suggest persistent
and high-intensity NA, a phenomenon that is known to be detrimental to one’s health
(e.g., Dua, 1993; Gaskin et al., 1992; Mayne, 1999; Sinha, 2008). Instead of relying on

daily assessments of an uncommon phenomenon, mixed emotions should be examined
“in-the-moment” so as to establish if age is related to mixed emotion reactivity.

Examining in-the-moment emotions has been useful based on past research. For

example, research on sadness reactivity has repeatedly shown age similarities or even
heightened sadness reactions among OAs when compared to YAs (e.g., Kunzmann &

Grühn, 2005; Seider, Shiota, Whalen, & Levenson, 2011; Shiota & Levenson, 2009).
These studies stand in contrast to the traditional findings from the PWB literature and

highlight how moment-to-moment reactions can hold important information regarding
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emotional processing in adulthood. Further research on sadness reactions have found age
specific connections between increased sadness and higher well-being (e.g., Haase et al.,
2012), providing justification for testing emotion-health connections with in-the-moment

data.
Importantly, there are no published studies to date exploring age differences for
in-the-moment mixed emotions. The only research that has examined mixed emotions in
this manner has exclusively used samples of YAs (e.g., Larsen et al., 2017; Larsen &
Green, 2013; Larsen & McGraw, 2011). To understand age effects (whether similarities

or differences) for in-the-moment mixed emotions, research must examine how mixed
emotions arise with a lifespan sample. This work will establish how real-time mixed
emotions are experienced in a cross-sectional sample of YAs, MAs, and OAs.

The present study will use a clip from the movie, Life Is Beautiful, to elicit mixed

emotions. Participants will be shown a scene where a Jewish father and son enter the
barracks of a Nazi concentration camp. To prevent his son from discovering the reality of

their situation, the father concocts a funny “game” regarding the rules of the camp. The
primary emotional content of the clip stems from the gravity of their situation coupled
with the humorous interactions between father and son. This methodology has been used
before (e.g., Larsen et al., 2017; Larsen & Green, 2013; Larsen & McGraw, 2011);

however, this work has only included YAs to date. With no published work on mixed
emotion elicitation including MAs and OAs, it remains unclear how age may be related
to in-the-moment mixed emotion reactivity profiles. Hence, this work will have

implications for a variety of emotional aging theories.
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First, SST hypothesizes that people prioritize feeling good in the here-and-now by

choosing social partners that enhance emotional benefits. Importantly, this selectivity

should become more prevalent as individuals feel the future as limited (i.e., anticipate an
ending), and approaching the end of life presumably makes these pro-hedonic
orientations chronically activated. SST is supported by evidence of social network

composition in adulthood (e.g., Carstensen, 1992; Fredrickson & Carstensen, 1990; Fung,
Carstensen, & Lang, 2001; Fung et al., 2008; Lang & Carstensen, 1994), but it remains

unclear how future endings directly alter time perspectives and influence socioemotional
outcomes. Interestingly, poignancy research suggests that more mixed emotions arise
during imagined (e.g., Ersner-Hershfield, Carvel, & Isaacowitz, 2009; Study 1 in Ersner-

Hershfield et al., 2008) and actual endings (e.g., Study 2 in Ersner-Hershfield et al.,

2008). Although mixed emotions (i.e., poignancy) during meaningful endings may
contribute to individuals pursuing emotionally motivated goals (i.e., engaging with

emotionally gratifying social partners), this has not been empirically tested.
Second, DIT suggests that age-related decline in cognition leads to more affect

optimization (i.e., minimize NA, maximize PA) and less affect complexity (i.e., emotion
differentiation). While evidence suggests that OAs do utilize more affect optimization

(Labouvie-Vief et al., 2007), this may be most prevalent for low-arousal PA, which OAs

desire more than high-arousal PA (e.g., Scheibe et al., 2013). More importantly, mixed
emotions may represent an increase in affect complexity. DIT predicts that lessened
affect complexity would be evidenced by decreased within-valence distinctions (i.e.,

joy/excitement) and increased distinction between PA and NA. If this prediction is

correct, this study should uncover age-related decreases in mixed emotions. Given past
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research indicating age-related increases in mixed emotions (e.g., Schneider & Stone,
2015), it is possible that this prediction will be challenged if age-related increases in

mixed emotions emerge in the present study. In fact, age similarities in mixed emotions

would challenge this prediction, as this would indicate that real-time mixed emotions

could be experienced intensely across adulthood and not necessarily linked to age
differences in affect complexity or affect optimization tendencies.

Third, the psychophysiological models of emotional aging will not be directly

tested. Though neurological models suggest that mixed emotions are biologically
possible (e.g., Hoemann, Gendron, & Barrett, 2017 Lindquist et al., 2016; Man et al.,

2017), the aging brain model makes no claims about how they may be experienced in

later life. No physiological data will be collected, making it improper to claim this work
to be evidence in support of or refuting this theory. Similarly, the physiological aspects of
the SAVI model will not be directly assessed; however, this study will be able to provide
some insight regarding age-related strengths in emotional processing. If in-the-moment

mixed emotions are experienced more robustly by OAs than MAs or YAs, this might be a
sign of more effective processing of both positive and negative information. Whether or

not this would lead to greater regulation abilities is unclear because no study has

examined the relationship between mixed emotions and emotion regulation nor the
regulation of mixed emotions.

Lastly, age-related positivity findings suggest that OAs process emotional

information with a bias toward positive material (e.g., Reed, Chan, & Mikels, 2014).
Moreover, these top-down biases are thought to lead to downstream consequences for
state-level PA and NA as well as global well-being, though data is lacking in this area
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(see Isaacowitz & Blanchard-Fields, 2012). However, this does not rule out the

possibility of age-related increases in mixed emotions. It could be that OAs experience
more mixed emotions during negative events due to biased processing of positive relative
to negative aspects. This study will investigate how such top-down influences (i.e.,

explicit instructions outlining to what participants should focus) may contribute to the
manifestation of mixed emotions.

The coactivation model from Larsen et al. (2003) suggests that injecting positivity
during highly distressing events is an adaptive response. A variety of coping literature

supports this notion (Bower et al., 1998; Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000; 2007; Ong,
Bergeman, Bisconti, & Wallace, 2006; Ong, Fuller-Rowell, & Bonanno, 2010). To

examine how top-down factors may influence the experience of mixed emotions, this

study will use a guided reactivity paradigm to examine differences between YAs, MAs,
and OAs in mixed emotions. Specifically, participants will be randomly assigned to one

of four viewing conditions: (1) just-view, (2) positive focus, (3) negative focus, and (4)
mixed focus (see Table 2). These instructions will test how top-down cognitive
processing (presumably elicited via explicit instructions) may have an impact on whether

and how individuals experience mixed emotions.
These instructions will help probe in-the-moment mixed emotions in three ways.

First, the just-view condition will act as a comparison group. Individuals in this group are

expected to respond in a natural way when unencumbered by task demands. It could be
that age similarities emerge in this condition; however, meta-analytic evidence suggests
that age-related positivity effects are more likely to emerge when participants are not

given explicit task demands (see Reed, Chan, & Mikels, 2014). This suggests that OAs in
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the just-view condition may view Life Is Beautiful in way that is like those told to focus

on positive aspects of the clip.
Second, the inclusion of a negative-only focus will be useful for examining if

negativity biases may lead to higher mixed emotions. It is certainly possible that mixed
emotions are exacerbated by a negative bias in attention. Riediger et al. (2009; 2014)

provided evidence of higher mixed emotions in YAs but also higher endorsement of
being motivated to feel bad. This negative focus encapsulates a different aspect of the

utilitarian approach, and it will be instrumental in determining how mixed emotions are
related to top-down processing factors, even if not entirely intuitive. For example, more

mixed emotions may manifest with a mixed focus than with a positive focus; however, it

could be that more mixed emotions emerge with a negative focus than with a positive
focus. Without including this instruction, no such comparison can be made.
Third and most important, comparing a positive and mixed focus will explore
how mixed emotions may be related to top-down emotion processing. Past studies of inthe-moment mixed emotions have not investigated how a particular cognitive focus (via

explicit instructions) could facilitate strong mixed emotion reactions. Despite the
coactivation model suggesting that PA in the face of high intensity NA is an adaptive

response, there is little research regarding how such emotional blending may occur. As
reviewed previously, positive reappraisal research suggests that OAs may be particularly

adept at interpreting negative information in a positive way (Brockman et al., 2017;
Lohani & Isaacowitz, 2014; Nowlan et al., 2015; Shiota & Levenson, 2009). However,

studying the regulation of mixed emotions should not precede understanding how mixed
emotions are experienced. In-the-moment mixed emotions have never been studied in
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MAs and OAs. Rather than asking participants to implement a positive reappraisal tactic
for pro-hedonic ends (as in traditional regulation studies), participants will be asked to
engage in controlled processing without the explicit goal of regulating their emotions.
This will help delineate how people react to mixed emotion elicitation outside of

implementing regulatory strategies. As a result, evidence from this study will
undoubtedly inform future research on the regulation of in-the-moment mixed emotions.

Ultimately, this research will begin a line of inquiry into mixed emotions and their
relationship to the PWB. Although the PWB more commonly refers to changes in SWB

(i.e., PA, NA, life satisfaction), EWB is theoretically (e.g., Larsen et al., 2003; Ryan &

Deci, 2001) and empirically (e.g., Adler & Hershfield, 2012; Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker, &
Garbinsky, 2013; Berrios, Totterdell, & Kellet, 2018; Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009)
justified as being related to mixed emotions. Some research has shown a connection
between mixed emotions and EWB (e.g., Adler & Hershfield, 2012) with particular

emphasis on meaning in life (e.g., Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker, & Garbinsky, 2013; Berrios,
Totterdell, & Kellet, 2018; Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009), but no research has

interrogated how SWB connects to mixed emotions. Although EWB and SWB are highly

related (Disabato et al., 2016; Huta & Waterman, 2014; Joshanloo, 2016), they may share
different relationships with mixed emotions. Yet, this is purely speculative with no
evidence to either support or refute this prediction.

With this lack of evidence in mind, testing the relationship between age, well
being, and mixed emotions will be done at the state-level by examining the presence of

mixed emotions after elicitation. All participants will be asked to reorient their attention
towards a colorful kaleidoscope video to examine naturalistic tendencies to return to an
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affective baseline. Larger decreases in mixed emotions from after viewing Life Is

Beautiful to after viewing the kaleidoscope video would indicate significant

diminishment in mixed emotionality. As noted earlier, studying the regulation of mixed
emotions is premature when there is no pre-existing knowledge regarding in-the-moment

mixed emotions across adulthood. Likewise, no empirical evidence supports an age
specific prediction regarding the persistence of mixed emotions. Nevertheless, examining

how state-level well-being (i.e., resolution of mixed emotions) relates to EWB and SWB
across adulthood will be informative for future research. This study will provide insight
into how quickly mixed emotions dissipate if people are left to their own devices. If the
intense experience but quick resolution of mixed emotions is related to well-being across
adulthood, there may be justification for examining mixed emotions as a mechanism for
the PWB.

Past work on mixed emotions has been fruitful though there are abundant
remaining questions. To begin examining this understudied area, the present study will

investigate how mixed emotions are experienced in YAs, MAs, and OAs. Using a guided
reactivity paradigm, this research will test how top-down processing instructions may

influence the emergence of (or lack thereof) mixed emotions. Moreover, these

instructions may produce different outcomes for different age groups. As a result, the
relationship between age, mixed emotions, and well-being will be explored. Below are
specific predictions for this study.
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Hypotheses regarding In-the-Moment Mixed Emotions

Hypothesis 1 - An Age x Instruction interaction for mixed emotions (i.e., MIN
scores) after viewing Life Is Beautiful.
(1A) When uninstructed, OAs will report more mixed emotions than YAs or MAs.
Although there is uncertainty regarding mixed emotion elicitation in MAs and

OAs, data suggests an age-related increase in mixed emotions across the lifespan
(Schneider & Stone, 2015). If this pattern is generalizable to in-the-moment

mixed emotions, this should manifest when people are reacting in a relatively
natural way. A simple main effect of Age is expected within the just-view group
with OAs reporting more mixed emotions than MAs or YAs.

(1B) A mixed focus will produce the highest increases in mixed emotions.
No empirical work has explored how mixed emotions are related to top-down
processing instructions. A simple main effect of Instruction across all age groups

is predicted. Regardless of age group, participants who are told to attend to both
positive and negative aspects will report more intense mixed emotions after
viewing the Life is Beautiful clip than all other instructions. It seems intuitive to

presume that more mixed emotions would be reported when people are instructed
to attend to both positive and negative aspects. However, the lack of research on
this topic makes it difficult to predict a pattern on empirical grounds. Alternative

patterns may emerge (e.g., negative focus leading to greater mixed emotions);

however, these patterns are more difficult to justify as a priori predictions.
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(1C) Age similarities when participants maintain a positive focus.
This prediction utilizes the theoretical and empirical work from age-related

positivity research that suggests OAs maintain a top-down emphasis on positive
relative to negative emotional material (e.g., Mather & Carstensen, 2005; Reed,
Chan, & Mikels, 2014). Although the influence of in-the-moment positivity biases

on global well-being is debatable (Isaacowitz & Blanchard-Fields, 2012), it is
reasonable to suspect that such biases would impact in-the-moment reactions.
Thus, instructing MAs and YAs to take a positive focus is predicted to produce

age similarities in mixed emotions.
(1D) When given a negative focus, age differences in mixed emotions may result.
No directional hypothesis is made regarding the age differences in the negative
focus condition. It could be that these instructions would give rise to age
similarities, as with the prediction made for a positive focus (Hypothesis 1C).

Alternatively, a negative focus may exacerbate age differences predicted in the
just-view condition (Hypothesis 1A). However, both possibilities have no a priori
justification, and this prediction remains non-directional as a result.

Hypotheses regarding Age and Well-Being
Hypothesis 2 - Age differences in SWB and EWB.
(2A) OAs will have higher PA and life satisfaction, but lower NA than MAs or YAs.
Consistent with the literature regarding age-related maintenance in PA and life

satisfaction with decreases in NA (e.g., Carstensen, Pasupathi, Mayr, &
Nesselroade, 2000; Carstensen et al., 2011; Charles, Reynolds, & Gatz, 2001;
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Kunzmann, Little, & Smith, 2000; Kurland et al., 2006; Mrozcek & Kolarz, 1998;
Windsor & Antsey, 2010), this prediction serves to replicate the well-establish

findings of the PWB. It is expected that OAs will have higher PA and life

satisfaction but lower NA than MAs or YAs.

(2B) OAs will have higher meaning in life than MAs or YAs.
Age-related patterns of EWB are not as well-research as those of SWB. This gets
complicated when considering conflicting evidence. This is particularly the case
for meaning in life, the aspect of EWB most linked to mixed emotions (e.g.,

Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker, & Garbinsky, 2013; Berrios, Totterdell, & Kellet, 2018;
Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009). Within the six-factor model, meaning in life

appears to decline with age (e.g., Mackenzie, Karaolyas, & Starzyk, 2018; Ryff,
1989; Ryff & Keyes, 1995; Springer, Pudrovska, & Hauser, 2011); however,
meaning in life appears to increase with age when assessed as an individual

domain (e.g., Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009). The pattern that emerges here will
provide useful evidence regarding age differences in meaning in life. It is

expected that, similar to Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan (2009), OAs will report higher
presence of meaning relative to YAs and MAs.

Hypotheses regarding Age-Specific Emotion-Health Links
Hypothesis 3 - Mixed emotions will change over time based on Age and Instruction,
as a Time x Age x Instruction interaction is predicted.

Despite no research on the matter, this work will explore how mixed emotions
emerge and recede during a study session. A period of attentional refocusing will
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be used to explore how persistent in-the-moment mixed emotions may be;

however, no explicit regulation instructions will be given. Extending Hypothesis
1, mixed emotions will be tested over three time points: baseline, after Life Is
Beautiful, and after the kaleidoscope video. The three-way interaction predicted

above accounts for the expected patterns in Hypothesis 1A-1D. The following
predictions pertain to the effects of Time.

(3A) The simple Age x Instruction interaction will be significant after viewing Life
Is Beautiful but not after the Kaleidoscope video.

Hypothesis 1 directly predicts an Age x Instruction interaction for mixed
emotions after viewing Life Is Beautiful; however, it is expected that this

interaction effect will not be significant after the Kaleidoscope video. This would
indicate that groups did not differ in mixed emotions after given time to naturally

return to an affective baseline based on the instructions implemented when
viewing Life Is Beautiful.

(3B) The Time x Instruction interaction will be significant, with the simple
interactions being significant for all age groups.

It is expected that the mixed focus instructions will produce increased mixed
emotionality (Hypothesis 1B). Accounting for this simple main effect of
Instruction after viewing Life Is Beautiful, it is expected that these participants
will have the most significant decreases in mixed emotions. Thus, the instruction
conditions that produce the highest increases for in-the-moment mixed emotions

should have greater decreases after the Kaleidoscope video. If this is not the case

(i.e., mixed emotions after Life Is Beautiful do not dissipate), this may indicate
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difficulty with managing mixed emotions that may be linked to top-down
processing strategies.

(3C) The Time x Age interaction will be significant, driven by simple main effects of
Age after Life Is Beautiful and after the Kaleidoscope video.

Experience sampling findings from Riediger et al. (2009; 2014) suggest that YAs

experience mixed emotions more frequently. However, Schneider and Stone
(2015) found that mixed emotion episodes were more likely in later life. It may be
that mixed emotions are more difficult to manage at certain ages; however, it is

unclear as to what pattern may emerge. It could be that mixed emotions will be
higher for OAs but not MAs or YAs or vice versa. However, given the predictions

of Hypothesis 1, it is expected that in-the-moment mixed emotions will be higher
for OAs when compared to MAs and YAs. This main effect of Age is expected
after Life Is Beautiful and after the Kaleidoscope video.

Hypothesis 4 - State-level PA/NA correlations across time will differ by Age,
Instruction, and individual differences in well-being.
PA/NA correlations can be used as an indicator of mixed emotions (e.g.,

Schneider & Stone, 2015). Significant negative correlations indicate minimal
mixed emotions (see Figure 6 on p. 38) whereas non-negative (i.e., zero or
positive) correlations are thought to indicate more mixed emotions. More

significant changes in PA/NA correlations over time are predicted to occur based

on older age and higher well-being. For instance, a large increase in mixed
emotions from before to after viewing Life Is Beautiful, and large decrease from
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after Life Is Beautiful to after the Kaleidoscope video, should be associated with

higher life satisfaction, global PA, and meaning in life but lower global NA.
However, this pattern would be influenced by age, as the predictive power of
well-being on mixed emotions should be stronger for older adults. Thus, the

nature of the relationship between mixed emotions and well-being is likely to be
age specific.
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CHAPTER IV
METHOD

Participants
This study utilized a 3 (Age; Younger [18-34], Middle-Aged [35-59], Older

[60+]) x 4 (Instruction; Just-View, Positive Focus, Negative Focus, Mixed Focus) quasi

experimental design. G*Power 3.1 was used to determine the necessary sample size. Past
research was consulted to estimate a probable effect size. Guided imagery tasks produce

moderate to strong effects in YAs and OAs (e.g., Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2008). Testing
differences between mixed and non-mixed (i.e., happiness and sadness separately)

reactions produce strong effects (e.g., Larsen & Green, 2013). However, the multilevel
modeling analyses from Schneider and Stone (2015) revealed relatively small effects.

Given this range and the uncertainty regarding mixed emotion elicitation in MAs and

OAs, a moderately small effect size (np2 = .04, which gives an effect size f = .204) was
used for sample determination. With power = .80 and a = .05, a total N of 266 was
needed for sufficient power to detect the predicted main effects and interactions.

Additionally, multilevel modeling requires at least 10 groups with 5 samples per group
for unbiased estimates (Maas & Hox, 2005). At 12 groups (i.e., 3 age groups x 4
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instruction groups = 12 total groups) and N = 266, there would be 22 people per group,

satisfying this condition.
Participants were recruited through CloudResearch-Approved Participants pool in
the United States and compensated at a rate of $2.50 per participant (see Litman,
Robinson, & Abberbock, 2017). Participants completed the study on any Internet-capable

device (i.e., phone, tablet, or computer). After entering the study from CloudResearch,

participants were directed to a Qualtrics survey (see Appendix A). Age-specific targeting

was used to sample YAs 18-34 years of age, MAs 35-59 years of age, and OAs aged 60+
years. There were no a priori exclusionary criteria outside of being fluent in English and
being 18 years of age or older. All participants provided informed consent prior to

participating. Table 2 (on p. 58) displays demographic information for the sample.
Materials

Demographics. All participants provided information regarding their age, gender,
race, ethnicity, marital status, level of education, and employment status. A self-reported

health question asked participants to rate their health on a scale from 1 to 5 (excellent,
good, fair, poor, very poor). A brief medical background and the 28-item General Health

Questionnaire (Goldberg & Hiller, 1979) were administered to assess current health. A
set of questions assessed COVID-19 pandemic-related stress (see Appendix A).
Well-being assessments. The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS;

Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) and the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS; Diener,
Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985) assessed SWB. The PANAS has ratings on a 0 (very

slightly or not at all) to 5 (extremely) scale where participants indicate the extent to

which they have experienced 5 positive and 5 negative states during the past week. These
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subscales were then summed to produce trait-level PA (Cronbach’s a = .92) and NA

(Cronbach’s a = .91). The SWLS is a 5-item measure that assesses global life satisfaction
on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). A single total score was

created by summing all five items (Cronbach’s a = .93). Both assessments are highly
used in SWB research (e.g., Diener & Suh, 1998; Diener, Diener, Diener, 2009) with

adequate factor loadings on a general SWB factor (e.g., Jovanovic, 2015; Medvedev &

Landhuis, 2018).
There is no clear consensus on how to assess EWB. Although the Ryff (1989)

model is commonly used, there are issues to consider. For example, some evidence
suggests independence of each domain (e.g., Ryff, 1989; Ryff & Keyes, 1995; Ryff &

Singer, 2006; Van Dierendonck et al., 2008), but others have found very high correlations
between sub-scales (e.g., Abbott et al., 2006; Kafka & Kozma, 2002; Springer & Hauser,

2006a,b; Van Dierendonck, 2004). Moreover, only specific aspects have been linked to

mixed emotions, namely meaning in life (e.g., Berrios, Totterdell, & Kellet, 2018; Steger,
Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009; Wiesmann & Hannich, 2014). As a result, the Meaning in Life

Questionnaire (MLQ; Steger et al., 2006) was used to measure EWB.
The MLQ has 10-items with a scale from 1 (absolutely untrue) to 7 (absolutely
true). Scores were summed into two subscales: presence and search. Presence refers to
the subjective experience and perception of meaning in one’s life whereas search refers to

actively seeking meaning in life. The Presence subscale (MLQ-P) was primarily used for
the current study (Cronbach’s a = .96). The MLQ has been successfully employed in

samples with a diverse age range (Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009) while demonstrating
adequate discriminant validity with various measures of well-being (Steger et al., 2006).
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Table 2. Demographic Information by Age Group.
YA

MA

(n = 96)

(n = 87)

OA
(n = 92)

F

p

np2

28.5(3.41)

46.9(6.04)

68.2(4.55)

1,638

< .001

.92

54

38

32

Women
Undisclosed

40
2

49
—

60
—

—

—

—

Asian
Black

6
10
76
4

7
7

1
3

——

——

——

72
1

86
2

Relationship Status
Single

67

18

10

Married
Divorced

25
2

57
11

45
18

2
—

1
—

1
18

15.4(2.21)
2.17(.925)

15.4(2.03)
2.08 (.632)

15.6(2.93)
2.16(.815)

.149
.328

.86
.72

3.77 (1.72)

3.15 (1.88)

3.25 (1.84)

3.07

.048

.02

GHQ-Somatic*

3.93 (3.07)

3.08 (2.49)

2.74 (2.52)

4.73

.01

.03

GHQ-Anxiety*

5.42(4.58)

3.80 (3.73)

3.34 (3.82)

6.65

.002

.05

GHQ-Social
GHQ-Depression*

7.00 (2.73)

7.07 (2.01)

7.13(2.36)

.068

.93

3.13 (4.36)

1.26 (2.46)

1.33 (3.12)

8.72

Variable
Age*
Sex
Men

Race

White
Other (i.e. mixed)

Separated
Widowed
Years of Education
Self-Rated Health
COVID Stress*

——

——

< .001

——
——

——

.06

Note. Frequencies are reported for gender, race, and relationship status. For all other
variables, means are reported with standard deviations in parentheses. GHQ = General
Health Questionnaire and each subscale whereby higher scores denote more symptoms.
* denotes significant differences between age groups determined by one-way ANOVAs.
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Momentary affect ratings. The modified Differential Emotions Scale (mDES;
Fredrickson, 2013) was used to assess in-the-moment emotions. Originally created to

assess a wider array of positive emotions, the mDES has been used in a variety of

research contexts (e.g., EMA: Cohn et al., 2009; Kiken, Lundberg, & Fredrickson, 2017;
Waugh & Fredrickson, 2006; and intervention studies, e.g., intervention studies:
Fredrickson et al., 2017; Taylor, Lyubomirsky, & Stein, 2017). The mDES has 20-items:
10 positive (amusement, awe, gratitude, hope, inspiration, interest, joy, love, pride, and

serenity) and 10 negative (anger, shame, fear, hate, disgust, embarrassment, guilt,
sadness, scorn, and stress) states.
To measure emotional reactions while watching the 4-minute clip from Life Is

Beautiful, participants were asked, “Think back to how you felt during the past 5 minutes.
Using the 0-4 scale below, indicate the greatest amount that you experienced each of the

following feelings.” The scale points are as follows: 0 = not at all, 1 = a little bit, 2 =

moderately, 3 = quite a bit, 4 = extremely. For each emotion, a list of three words was
provided (e.g., “joyful, glad, or happy” or “sad, downhearted, or unhappy”). Participants
then rated their feelings based on the three-word sets that comprise each of the 20-items.

Composite negative and positive scores are calculated by averaging across the 10 items
for each valence category.

In the original mDES, participants are asked to indicate feelings over the past 24
hours; however, the wording is commonly changed to reflect the different time-courses of

emotions, including laboratory-based emotion induction (Fredrickson, 2013). For

example, one study used the mDES to assess emotions two-weeks after an event
(Fredrickson, Tugade, Waugh, & Larkin, 2003). This method of assessing emotions has
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shown adequate reliability in past studies using Cronbach’s a for both single
measurements and as an aggregate of all epochs in longitudinal designs (e.g., Cohn et al.,

2009; Fredrickson et al., 2017; Fredrickson, Tugade, Waugh, & Larkin, 2003; Kiken,
Lundberg, & Fredrickson, 2017; Taylor, Lyubomirsky, & Stein, 2017; Waugh &
Fredrickson, 2006). State-level PA showed excellent reliability (Cronbach’s a = .94 at
Baseline, .91 after Life Is Beautiful, .94 after Kaleidoscope) as did state-level NA

(Cronbach’s a = .92 at Baseline, .92 after Life Is Beautiful, .91 after Kaleidoscope).
Operationalizing mixed emotions. A minimum value index (MIN) was calculated
to examine mixed emotions. Self-report methods for measuring mixed emotions produce

slightly more liberal confidence intervals and effect size estimates (Berrios, Totterdell, &
Kellett, 2015b). Instead, MIN scores have been commonly used (Ersner-Hershfield et al.,

2008; Ersner-Hershfield, Carvel, & Isaacowitz, 2009; Larsen & McGraw, 2011; Larsen et
al., 2017) and provide more conservative point estimates (Berrios, Totterdell, & Kellett,

2015b). MIN scores are calculated by selecting the smaller value between two items. As
an example, if someone were to rate 3 on “joyful, glad, or happy” and 2 on “sad,

downhearted, or unhappy,” the lower score (2) would be selected. Thus, MIN scores

ranged from 0-4.
The “joyful, glad, or happy” and “sad, downhearted, or unhappy” items were used
for calculating the main MIN score of interest. Happiness and sadness have been

emphasized in past work investigating mixed emotion elicitation (e.g., Larsen et al.,

2017; Larsen & Green, 2013; Larsen & McGraw, 2011). Additionally, mixed emotions
have been operationalized as a MIN score for average PA and NA scores (see
Schimmack, 2001). Such an approach indicates the totality of mixed PA and NA rather
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than isolating discrete states (i.e., happiness and sadness). Thus, a MIN score for state

level PA and NA (from a single mDES rating) was used to assess mixed emotions as a

more general (i.e., non-discrete) phenomenon.
Adapting the method from Riediger et al. (2009; 2014), a mean-value cut-off was

used for determining if any additional MIN scores should be calculated. State-level PA

and NA scores (from the mDES) after viewing Life Is Beautiful acted as the mean-value
cut-off in the absence of abundant ecological momentary assessment data. From here,

participants needed to report single-item levels above state-level PA or NA averages from
the mDES. For instance, if most participants (>60%) have a “stress, nervous,

overwhelmed” rating that is higher than their state-level NA, this would produce two

additional MIN scores (i.e., happiness-stress; sadness-stress). The only item that met this
criterion across all age groups was the “interested, alert, curious” item (YA - 73.9%; MA

- 82.5%; OA - 83.7%).

Lastly, PA/NA correlations can indicate mixed emotions. Modelling state-level
PA and NA correlations in multilevel regression (described in Hypothesis 4) matches the

methodology used by Schneider & Stone (2015). Moreover, they utilized Fisher’s r-to-z

transformations, which were then weighted by 1/(standard error for each participant) to

allow for inferential testing. This procedure is used to lessen the influence of extreme
values when assessing an average effect and is justifiable in other contexts (e.g., meta

analyses). A similar approach was taken here: three PA/NA correlations were calculated
for each group, one for each time point (i.e., before Life Is Beautiful, after Life Is
Beautiful, after the Kaleidoscope video). Independent and dependent correlation tests

were used via Fisher’s r-to-z transformations (see Lee & Preacher, 2013; Preacher, 2002).
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Procedure
After providing informed consent and completing all questionnaires, participants
reported their current emotions using the mDES. Participants were randomly assigned
using the Survey Flow tool in Qualtrics to receive one of four viewing instructions (see

Table 2). Next, participants were shown a 4:12 clip from Life Is Beautiful and then
completed a second mDES. Immediately following this, three fidelity checks were
implemented. First, participants indicated what viewing instructions they believed they

had received prior to the video. Second, two open-ended questions asked participants to

recount what they were focusing on while viewing the film and how they implemented
the viewing instructions. Third, a five-item multiple-choice test was used to assess

comprehension of the narrative content in the clip. Lastly, all participants watched a 3minute clip of a colored kaleidoscope video and provided emotion ratings for a final time

after the clip concluded. To assess natural tendencies to return to affective baselines,
participants were not given any explicit instruction regarding how they should respond
during the video. Participants then watched a short mood-lifting video of puppies and

babies playing together, were debriefed, thanked, and compensated.
Table 3. Experimental Instructions

Instruction
Just-View

While you watch the following video, please let yourself be
immersed in it and respond as you naturally would.

Positive Focus

While you watch the following video, please pay special attention
to the positive aspects of the clip.

Negative Focus

While you watch the following video, please pay special attention
to the negative aspects of the clip.

Mixed Focus

While you watch the following video, please pay special attention
to the positive and negative aspects of the clip.
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Data Screening & Cleaning
Using the built-in capabilities offered by Qualtrics, participant screening occurred

automatically. If any participants did not provide informed consent, did not indicate
fluency in English, or reported being under 18 years of age, they were immediately

directed to the end of the study. Using the Qualtrics forced response option, participants
were not able to skip key sections (i.e., emotion ratings before and after Life Is Beautiful).

As a result, there were no issues with missing data apart from 177 participants that
terminated their participation before the end of the study (see Figure 8 on p. 64).
Fidelity Checks. Figure 8 displays the number of cases that were excluded from

the present study based on data fidelity checks. Three attention checks were interspersed

within the initial survey materials, and participants needed to pass all three to be

included. Next, after viewing Life Is Beautiful, participants were asked to identify the
viewing instructions they received prior to the clip. If their response did not match the

actual instructions they received, they were excluded from the dataset. Lastly,

participants completed a short multiple-choice test regarding the content of the film clip
(see Appendix A). This approach has been used in past research to ensure that

participants understood the narrative content of the clips (e.g., Larsen & Green, 2013;

Larsen & McGraw, 2011). Out of the five questions, participants needed to answer
correctly at least three with the caveat that one of the three must be the question: “Why
did the man improperly translate?” A correct answer to this question ensured implies that

participants comprehended the clip. Importantly, these video checks were useful in
catching 41 bot-like participants (15 in YAs, 20 in MAs, 6 in OAs), about 20% of the

cases excluded at this step.
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Initial Sample
(N = 642)

Ms (n = 215)
• Voluntary Drop-Out (n = 58)
•
•
•
•

Informed Consent (n = 4)
Questionnaires {n = 20)
Before Life Is Beautiful (n = 16)
Before Kaleidoscope (n = 18)

• Failed Attention Checks (n = 2)
• Failed Video Checks:
•
•

MAs (n = 210)
• Voluntary Drop-Out (n = 61)
•
•
•
•

• MIN score Outlier (n = 4)
Final n = 88

Informed Consent (n = 18)
Questionnaires (n = 18)
Before Life Is Beautiful (n = 10)
Before Kaleidoscope (n = 15)

• Failed Attention Checks (n = 2)
• Failed Video Checks:

Identify instructions (n = 38)
Multiple choice quiz (n = 25)

•
•

•

OAs (n = 217)
• Voluntary Drop-Out (n = 58)

Identify instructions (n = 44)
Multiple choice quiz (n = 19)

•
•
•
•
•

•

Informed Consent (n = 12)
Screening Questions (n - 11)
Questionnaires (n = 11)
Before Life Is Beautiful (n = 15)
Before Kaleidoscope (n = 9)

Failed Video Checks:
•
•

Identify instructions (n - 37)
Multiple choice quiz (n = 32)

MIN score Outlier (n = 1)
Final n = 83

Final n = 90

Final Sample
(N = 261)

Figure 8. Breakdown of excluded cases by age group.
Outliers and Normality. Main variables of interest (i.e., MIN scores) were

assessed for univariate normality and outliers. Importantly, this was done separately for
each age group to accommodate for possible differences in within-group variability.

Across all age groups and time periods, all MIN scores were positively skewed indicating
that floor effects may limit the interrogation of statistical differences in mixed emotions.

Due to this overall tendency toward low MIN scores, outlier cutoffs were determined
using 1.5 times the interquartile range as determined from Tukey boxplots (Brillinger,

2011), calculated separately for each age group. This was combined with z-score
transformations whereby values exceeding ±3 were marked as outliers (i.e., indicating
scores 3 SDs beyond mean). Consequently, a total of 5 participants (4 YAs; 1 MA) were

excluded.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS

Manipulation Checks
To begin probing the effectiveness of Life Is Beautiful in eliciting mixed

emotions, we first analyzed the written responses from participants using the Linguistic

Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, Booth, Boyd, & Francis, 2015) program.
Using the preloaded summary variables offered by LIWC, the overall emotional tone and

number of affect words (e.g., positive and negative words) were identified and selected
for analysis. Importantly, LIWC calculates the percentage of words within a given
valence category when compared to the number of total words in the text. The output

from LIWC was subjected to a 3 (Age; YA, MA, OA) x 4 (Instruction; Just-View,

Positive Focus, Negative Focus, Mixed Focus) ANOVA for both questions regarding

how participants (a) focused on the clip and (b) implemented the viewing instructions.

Concerning to what participants reported paying attention while viewing the
video, no main effects or interactions were statistically significant (all ps > .10),
suggesting no discernible differences due to Age or Instruction in how many or what

kinds of emotional words were used. There were a few small, but interesting, differences
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in how participants described their implementation of the viewing instructions. First, a
main effect of Age appeared on the total number of words written (F(1,262) = 3.46, p =
.033, np2 = .03), with YAs (M = 33.7, SE = 2.24, 95% CI [29.4,38.2]) writing more than

either MAs (M = 28.3, SE = 2.32, 95% CI [23.7, 32.8]) or OAs (M = 25.6, SE = 2.64,
95% CI [21.1, 30.02]). Second, no significant effects emerged in overall emotional tone

or affective words (all ps > .10); however, there were Age x Instruction interactions that
were just outside the generally accepted standard for statistical significance for positive

(F(6,262) = 2.03, p = .062, np2 = .04) and negative (F(6,262) = 1.93, p = .076, np2 = .04)

words. Interpreting these marginal effects cautiously, the negative focus condition
appeared to be driving the effect for each age group. For YAs, the negative focus

produced the fewest positive and most negative words whereas this pattern was reversed

for MAs. Interestingly, OAs reported the most positive and most negative words in this
condition. Ultimately, the LIWC manipulation checks suggests that they may have been

little differences in how each group watched video, regardless of Age or Instruction.
Next, PA/NA correlations were used to evaluate affect change from baseline to

after Life Is Beautiful. Table 4 displays the correlation coefficients for each age group

over time. No within-group differences emerged (all ps > .25) aside from marginal
differences for MAs between Baseline and Life Is Beautiful (z = 1.77, p = .076), as well

as between Life Is Beautiful and Kaleidoscope (z = 1.797, p = .072). The only significant

between-group difference emerged between MAs and OAs after the Kaleidoscope video.

Figure 9 illustrates the increasing negative magnitude of PA/NA correlations for all
groups, from Baseline to Life Is Beautiful, followed by a decrease back toward 0 (most
notably for the MAs) after the Kaleidoscope video.
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Table 4. PA/NA correlations across time for each group.

Baseline
Life Is Beautiful
Kaleidoscope

YA

MA

OA

-.046
-.165
-.136

-.013
-.259*
-.021

-.220*
-.368*
-.361*

YA-MA

MA-OA

YA-OA

-

P

.22
.64
.75

.83
.52
.45

-

1.18
1.46
1.59

P

.24
.14
.11

P

1.37
.79
2.32*

.17
.43
.02

Note. * denotes statistical significance. Within-group differences were examined via the
test for dependent correlations with no variables in common (Lee & Preacher, 2013).
Tests for independent correlations (Preacher, 2002) are presented in the final columns.
Lastly, we assessed overall change in affect MIN scores from Baseline to after
Life Is Beautiful to determine if mixed emotions increased as a result of viewing the film
clip. A 2 (Time; Baseline, Life Is Beautiful) * 3 (Age; YA, MA, OA) x 4 (Instruction;

Just-View, Positive Focus, Negative Focus, Mixed Focus) mixed ANOVA was

conducted with two MIN scores (i.e., happiness and sadness, average PA and NA from
mDES) by using the smaller of the two scores. The main effect of Time was significant
for happiness/sadness (F(1,258) = 54.44, p < .001, np2 = .17) and PA/NA scores

(F(1,258) = 42.18, p < .001, np2 = .14). There was a marginally significant Time * Age
interaction (F(1,258) = 2,77, p = .065, np2 = .02); however, this effect will be explored

later when it re-emerges in the analyses for Hypothesis 3.
Summary for Manipulation Checks. LIWC analyses do not provide clear
evidence of differences in how participants described watching the video or implemented

the instructions. PA/NA correlations increased in magnitude; however, this was in the
opposite direction than what was expected (i.e., closer to 0 or positive correlations).

Lastly, participants reported more mixed emotions (i.e., higher MIN scores) after viewing
Life Is Beautiful when compared to levels of mixed emotions immediately preceding the

video. Importantly, levels of mixed emotions appeared to be relatively comparable across

Age and Instruction.
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Figure 9. A visualization of PA/NA correlations during the study.
Note. The x-axis is state-level PA whereas the y-axis is state-level NA.
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Hypothesis 1 - An Age x Instruction interaction for mixed emotions (i.e., MIN
scores) after viewing Life Is Beautiful.
A 3 (Age; YA, MA, OA) x 4 (Instruction; Just-View, Positive Focus, Negative

Focus, Mixed Focus) between-subjects ANOVA was conducted with three MIN scores
(i.e., happiness/sadness, interest/sadness, and PA/NA from mDES). Contrary to

expectations, none of the Age x Instruction interactions were statistically significant (Fs
< 1.60, ps > .14). Moreover, no main effects were significant aside from a marginal effect

for the MIN score of interest/sadness (F(1,258) = 2.78, p = .064, np2 = .02). Thus, no
differences in mixed emotions emerged after viewing Life Is Beautiful. Instead, it appears

that all participants experienced similar levels of mixed emotions, regardless of viewing

instruction or age.
Due to the non-significant interaction effect in the omnibus analyses, the
predicted patterns of Hypothesis 1A-1D (see p. 49-51) were not supported. Simple main

effects analyses did not reveal any main effects of Age at any level of Instruction (Fs <
2.50, ps > .09) or main effects of Instruction at any level of Age (Fs < 1.90, ps > .14).

Thus, no between-group (1A, 1C, 1D) or within-group (1B) differences emerged due to
age or viewing instruction.
Summary for Hypothesis 1. There was no support for the predictions made in

Hypothesis 1. With a non-significant interaction term, there was little reason to suspect
that the specific differences predicted between and within-groups indicate any statistical

or practical significance. Thus, it appears that all age groups reported comparable levels

of mixed emotions following Life Is Beautiful.
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Hypothesis 2 - Age differences in SWB and EWB.
To examine the influence of age on well-being, a MANOVA was conducted on

SWLS, PA and NA composites from the PANAS, and MLQ-P scores. As expected, a

significant effect of Age, (F(8,528) = 3.74, p < .001; Wilk's A = 0.896, np2 = .05)
emerged.
(2A) OAs will have higher PA and life satisfaction, but lower NA than MAs
or YAs. When assessing the one-way ANOVA follow-up analyses, age differences

emerged as expected for PA (F(2,267) = 6.24, p = .002, np2 = .05) and NA (F(2,267) =
5.95, p = .003, np2 = .04), but not for life satisfaction (F(2,267) = 2.23, p = .11). As

shown in Table 5, the expected age patterns emerged for YAs in comparison to OAs;
however, MAs were akin to OAs and differed from YAs. It is worth noting that the age
pattern in life satisfaction was in the expected direction, although not statistically

significant.

(2B) OAs will have higher meaning in life than MAs or YAs. Although EWB

has been researched less, the general pattern that was predicted for meaning in life did
emerge (F(2,267) = 9.36, p < .001, np2 = .07). Although there is some overlap between

Table 5. Age Differences in SWB and EWB.

YA
MA
OA
20.6 (.85)
22.7 (.88)
22.9 (.85)
SWLS
.93
[18.9, 22.3]
[20.9, 24.4]
[21.2, 24.6]
28.7 (.89)
32.5 (.92)
32.7 (.89)
PA
.92
[27.0, 30.5]
[30.7, 34.3]
[31.0, 34.5]
16.9 (.63)
14.3 (.66)
14.1 (.63)
NA
.91
[15.6, 18.1]
[13.0, 15.6]
[12.8, 15.3]
22.5 (.87)
25.7 (.90)
27.7 (.85)
MLQ-P
.96
[20.7 24.2]
[24.0, 27.5]
[26.0, 29.4]
Note. Means reported with (standard errors) and [95% confidence intervals].

Cronbach’s a
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95% CIs for MAs and OAs, the age-related increase in MLQ-P scores seemed to emerge
between all age groups. This pattern contrasts the high amount of similarity between

MAs and OAs for the SWB measures. These results (aside from the life satisfaction
domain) fall in the line with the overall prediction of age differences in SWB and EWB.

Summary for Hypothesis 2. Predictions for Hypothesis 2 were mostly supported.

Age-related increases were found for general positive affect and meaning in life as well
as age-related decreases in negative affect. Although age differences in life satisfaction

were not statistically significant, results still followed the expected pattern. Thus, these

results mimic the pattern found in many cross-sectional studies of age and well-being.

Hypothesis 3 - Mixed emotions will change over time based on Age and Instruction,
as a Time x Age x Instruction interaction is expected.
To assess affect reactivity across the experiment, 3 (Time; Baseline, Life Is

Beautiful, Kaleidoscope) x 3 (Age; YA, MA, OA) x 4 (Instruction; Just-View, Positive
Focus, Negative Focus, Mixed Focus) mixed ANOVAs were conducted with MIN scores
(i.e., mDES happiness/sadness, interest/sadness, and overall PA/NA) as the dependent
variables. No significant 3-way interaction emerged (Fs < 1.20, ps > .33). Furthermore,

no main effects or interactions that included Instruction (3A & 3B) were statistically
significant (Fs < 1.80, ps > .15). Finally, main effects of Age were non-significant (Fs <
2.30, ps > .10); however, the Time x Age interaction (3C) was significant, but only for

PA/NA scores (F(2,252) = 4.02, p = .019, np2 = .03), which will be explored further in the
next section.
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4

—Hap/Sad —Int/Sad —PA/NA
Figure 10. Main effects of Time on MIN scores.

Aside from the non-significant main effects and interactions for the between-

subjects factors, the main effect of Time was significant for all MIN scores:
happiness/sadness (F(1,258) = 86.8, p < .001, np2 = .25), interest/sadness (F(1,252) =
128.6,p < .001, np2 = .34), and PA/NA (F(1,252) = 103.8,p < .001, np2 = .29). This was

driven by the quadratic function (reported above), as would be presumed based on the

expectation of non-linear patterns. As shown in Figure 10, mixed emotions were low at
baseline and after the Kaleidoscope video, with an increase after Life Is Beautiful.

However, it should be noted that the change in happiness/sadness and PA/NA MIN
scores might be limited by floor effects (i.e., average scores were always below 1).

Nevertheless, these results suggest that Life Is Beautiful did elicit mixed emotions across
all groups with minimal influence of Age and no influence of Condition. Additionally,
mixed emotions receded after the Kaleidoscope video.
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Exploring the Time x Age interaction in PA/NA scores. To probe the

significant interaction for PA/NA MIN scores, simple effects of time were analyzed first.

The simple main effect of time remained significant for YAs (F(1,88) = 22.47, p < .001,
np2 = .20), MAs (F(1,84) = 23.79,p < .001, np2 = .22), and OAs (F(1,89) = 58.45,P <
.001, np2 = .40). These reported statistics are for the quadratic functions, which better

match the overall data pattern (see Figure 11) and account for the largest amounts of

variance. Additionally, one-way ANOVAs were used to test for age differences at each

time point. No differences emerged at Baseline (F(2,267) = 1.64, p = .20) or Life Is
Beautiful (F(2,267) = .52, p = .60), but there were differences after the Kaleidoscope

video (F(2,261) = 4.74, p = .01, np2 = .04). It was determined that YAs (M = .179; SD =

.282) and MAs (M = .182; SD = .295) had higher scores than OAs (M = .081; SD = .142)
using independent samples t-tests (YA-OA: t(177) = 2.91, p = .002, Hedges’ g = .44;

MA-OA: t(177) = 2.92, p = .002, Hedges’ g = .44).
PA and NA

trajectories across the study
were examined to provide

additional context (see Table
6 and Figure 12). Two

additional 3 (Time; Baseline,

Life Is Beautiful,
Kaleidoscope) x 3 (Age; YA,
MA, OA) x 4 (Instruction;

Figure 11. PA/NA MIN scores by age and time.
Just-View, Positive Focus,
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Negative Focus, Mixed

Focus) mixed ANOVAs

were conducted with state

level PA and NA. The

main effect of Time

(F(2,504) = 26.08, p <
.001, np2 = .09), Time x

Age interaction (F(4,504)
= 5.28, p < .001, np2 =

.04), and Time x
Instruction interaction

(F(6,504) = 2.55, p = .019,
np2 = .03) were significant

for PA. Interestingly, the
same pattern emerged for

NA with a significant
main effect of Time (F(2,504)

Figure 12. Age differences in PA and NA over time.

= 82.07,p < .001, np2 = .25), Time x Age interaction (F(4,504) = 5.48,p < .001, np2 =

.05), and Time x Instruction interaction (F(6,504) = 3.33,p = .003, np2 = .04).
Both Time x Instruction interactions were primarily driven by the Negative Focus

condition (see Table 6). Most notably, participants in this condition reported the fewest
positive and the most negative emotions after viewing Life Is Beautiful. Additionally,
positive emotions were retained from baseline to after Life Is Beautiful in the Positive and
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Table 6. PA and NA separated by Time and Instruction.
Baseline

Life Is Beautiful

1.53 (.12)
[1.28, 1.77]
.31 (.07)
[.18, .44]

1.29 (.11)
[1.06, 1.51]
.65 (.10)
[.46, .85]

1.11 (.12)
[.88, 1.34]
.20 (.05)
[.09, .31]

1.48 (.12)
[1.25, 1.71]
.39 (.06)
[.27, .51]

1.46 (.11)
[1.25, 1.67]
.61 (.09)
[.43, .80]

1.22 (.11)
[1.00, 1.44]
.27 (.05)

1.55 (.11)
[1.33, 1.78]
.41 (.06)
[.29, .53]

1.05 (.11)
[.84, 1.26]
1.05 (.09)
[.87, 1.23]

1.19 (.11)
[.98, 1.40]
.25 (.05)
[.15, .35]

Kaleidoscope

Just-View
PA

NA
Positive Focus
PA

NA

[.17, .37]

Negative Focus

PA

NA

Mixed Focus
1.10 (.12)
1.38 (.12)
[1.15, 1.60]
[.87, 1.33]
.71 (.10)
.20 (.05)
NA
[.52, .91]
[.10, .31]
[.19, .45]
Note. Means reported with (standard errors) and [95% confidence intervals].

PA

1.65 (.12)
[1.40, 1.89]
.32 (.07)

Mixed Focus conditions. This suggests that the viewing instructions did have some effect

on affect changes over the experiment.
OAs were the key group behind both Time x Age interactions (see Figure 12). At
baseline, OAs had the highest level of PA and lowest level of NA. After Life Is Beautiful,

this was reversed with OAs reporting the lowest PA and highest NA. After the

Kaleidoscope video, OAs once again had the highest PA and lowest NA. However,

potential floor effects should be considered for the PA and NA scores, as no mean was

above the midpoint on the 5-point scale. Low levels of PA and NA likely contributed to
low levels of mixed emotions when calculated based on MIN scores.
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A final exploratory analysis included item-level data from the mDES to assess the
facets that could be contributing to the PA and NA scores at each time point. Unique

contributions of each item were assessed using a mean value cut-off for each participant
at each time point. If a participant scored all but one of the negative items on the mDES
as a 0, with the remaining item scored as a 4, their mean would be .4 for NA at that time

point. Next, the frequency of items above the mean were calculated separately for each
age group at each time point (see Table 7).
Using the top three most frequent items that fell above the mean, some interesting

patterns emerged. First, PA and NA are quite similar in content at baseline and after the

Kaleidoscope video apart from gratitude for OAs at baseline (hope for OAs was ranked
fifth at 51.1%). Second, the percentages across age groups at baseline and after the
Kaleidoscope video differ in a consistent manner (see Table 7); OAs had the highest
percentages of PA items and lowest for NA items. Third, differences in levels and content

emerged after Life Is Beautiful. For PA items, amusement was less common whereas

gratitude was more common for OAs when compared to MAs (40.7%) or YAs (41.3%).

For NA items, a linear age-related increase in sadness frequency emerged, but this was
the only common item between all three age groups. Taken together, this suggests that
each age group had mostly similar experiences of PA across the study but NA after Life

Is Beautiful was comprised of different items.

Summary of Hypothesis 3. Despite finding no support for the omnibus 3-way
interaction, there was minimal support for the influence of Instruction (3A & 3B), as

shown by differences in state-level PA and NA. Differences over time were mainly
driven by the Negative Focus condition, which contained the lowest levels of PA and
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Table 7. The three most frequent components of PA and NA separated by Time and Age.

Baseline

Life Is Beautiful

Kaleidoscope

YA

Interest - 71.7%
Calm - 54.3%
Hope - 43.4%

Interest - 73.9%
Amused - 59.8%
Inspired - 52.1%

Interest - 63.0%
Calm - 59.8%
Awe - 51.1%

MA

Interest - 79.0%
Calm - 70.9%
Hope - 58.1%

Interest - 82.6%
Amused - 69.8%
Inspired - 67.4%

Interest - 74.4%
Calm - 60.5%
Awe - 51.2%

OA

Interest - 84.8%
Gratitude - 65.2%
Calm - 60.9%

Interest - 83.7%
Gratitude - 59.8%
Amused - 43.5%

Interest - 81.5%
Calm - 76.1%
Awe - 53.3%

YA

Angry - 47.8%
Stressed - 43.7%
Sad - 33.7%

Sad - 58.7%
Stressed - 45.7%
Disgust - 35.9%

Angry - 58.7%
Sad - 25.0%
Stressed - 23.9%

MA

Stressed - 43.0%
Angry - 38.4%
Sad - 33.7%

Sad - 67.4%
Afraid - 43.0%
Stressed - 37.2%

Angry - 34.9%
Stressed - 31.4%
Sad - 23.2%

OA

Sad - 30.4%
Stressed - 25.0%
Afraid - 17.4%

Sad - 75.0%
Disgust - 60.9%
Hate - 53.3%

Angry - 23.9%
Sad - 16.3%
Stressed - 14.1%

Positive Items

Negative Items

highest levels of NA after Life Is Beautiful. More importantly, there was some support for
age differences in the dynamic experience of mixed emotions throughout the experiment

(3C). Specifically, OAs had the most dramatic changes in affect over time, which was

reflected in PA/NA MIN scores, state-level PA, and state-level NA. Moreover, the item
level data from the mDES illustrates that, although similarities existed, some key
differences within PA and NA emerged across age groups.
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Hypothesis 4 - State-level PA/NA correlations across time will differ by Age,
Instruction, and individual differences in well-being.
Using a multilevel multiple-groups random coefficient model similar to Schneider

& Stone (2015), three multilevel models were planned: one to examine the influence of

EWB and SWB on state-level PA/NA correlations, a second to examine the influence of
age and instruction separate from EWB and SWB, and a third to assess age, instruction,

and well-being simultaneously. The GLM mixed function in SPSS was used to model
within-individual growth trends and interindividual differences in growth parameters.

First, a null (i.e., without predictors) model was constructed to examine variability in PA.
There was sufficient within-individual (o2e = .475; SE = .029, Z = 16.50, p < .001, 95%
CI [.422, .535]), as well as interindividual variability (^ = .442; SE =.052, Z = 8.50,p <
.001, 95% CI [.350, .557]), which suggested that additional factors could be included to

explain between- and within-persons variability in PA.

Due to the quadratic effects described previously, a quadratic function of time

was included in the next step rather than a linear function. Upon constructing an
unconditional growth model with time modelled as a quadratic fixed effect, sufficient
within-individual (^ = .475; SE = .029, Z = 16.50, p < .001, 95% CI [.422, .535]) and

interindividual variability (q2o = .442; SE =.052, Z = 8.50, p < .001, 95% CI [.350, .557])
remained, while the quadratic fixed effect of time was a significant predictor of PA (P = .046, SE = .007, t(545) = 6.58, p < .001, 95% CI [-.060, -.032]). Additionally, the

unconditional growth model had better a fit than the null model without predictors, as
indicated by the -2LL deviance estimates (decreased from 2082.8 to 2049.2). The next

step was to model a quadratic time effect as random (to then be predicted by
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experimental and individual difference factors); however, this step created redundancies

in the covariance matrix structure and a lack of overall model convergence. This
indicated an overly complex model that could no longer meaningfully interrogate
variability explained by each predictor. This same result occurred if any other predictor

(aside from the quadratic fixed effect of time) was included, suggesting that the
unconditional growth model was the best possible model when using PA as a dependent
variable. Lastly, it must be mentioned that this same outcome occurs when time is

modelled as a linear effect.
To circumvent this problem, models were constructed with NA as the dependent
variable. Upon examining the PA and NA trajectories shown in Figure 12, NA retains a

much clearer quadratic function than PA. Moreover, there is no theoretical consequence

of modelling either PA or NA as the dependent variable in this analysis so long as their
relationship (i.e., PA/NA correlations over time) is being predicted. Again, an

unconditional model was constructed, which revealed sufficient within-individual (o2e =
.351; SE = .021, Z = 16.51, p < .001, 95% CI [.311, .395]) and interindividual variability
(^ = .144; SE =.023, Z = 6.15, p < .001, 95% CI [.105, .199]). Next, the quadratic effect

of time was modelled as a fixed effect and found to be a significant predictor (P = -.028,

SE = .006, t(547) = 4.49, p < .001, 95% CI [-.040, -.016]), and this slightly increased
model fit (-2LL deviance estimates decreased from 1690.4 to 1678.9). Unfortunately, the
same problem emerged once time was modelled as a random effect, with a lack of

convergence, poorer model fit, and redundant variance structures. Ultimately, the
variability in PA and NA across time was best explained by time alone (particularly when

modelled as a quadratic function).
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Predicting state-level affect. Unable to use multilevel regression modelling as

intended, a multiple regression model was built using hierarchical linear regression with
the longitudinally formatted (also called long format) dataset to predict intraindividual

change in PA over time. Prior to conducting the analyses, G*Power 3.1 was used to
assess the power demands of these new analyses. With power = .80 and a = .05, the

required sample size to detect a moderate AR2 (effect size 72 = .15) with a total of 19
predictors was N = 128. The following regression analyses should be sufficiently
sensitive given the final N of 264.
To account for the curvilinear trajectory of affect over the experiment (see Figures

10-12), quadratic predictors were created. Each predictor had a quadratic counterpart that

was created by squaring a grand mean-centered raw score. This process created a
perfectly uncorrelated (r = 0) linear and quadratic predictor. For interpretation purposes,

the highest-order function takes precedent even if the linear effect is significant, akin to
the interpretation of main effects and interactions in ANOVA. Lastly, parameter

estimates for quadratic predictors have different interpretations due to their curvilinear
variance. A positive parameter estimate indicates a convex function (i.e., U-shaped
curve) whereas negative indicates concave (i.e., upside-down U-shaped curve). For

example, when estimating the effect of Time, positive estimates would indicate higher
scores at Baseline and after the Kaleidoscope video and lower scores after Life Is

Beautiful. Negative estimates would indicate higher scores after Life Is Beautiful and
lower scores at Baseline and after the Kaleidoscope video.

Five hierarchical regression models were constructed with the same underlying
analytic strategy. State-level changes in PA and NA were assessed along with mixed
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Table 8. Simplified regression models using only key predictors.

PA (State)
Constant
Time
NA (State)
PA (Trait)
PA (Trait)2
SWLS
SWLS2
NA (State)
Constant
Time
Time2
PA (State)
PA (State)2
Just-View
Positive
Age
PA (Trait)
NA (Trait)
NA (Trait)2
MLQ-P2
MIN Happy/Sad
Constant
Time
Time2
PA (Trait)
NA (Trait)
SWLS2
MLQ-P2
MIN Interest/Sad
Constant
Time
Time2
Just-View
Age
Age2
NA (Trait)
PA (Trait)2
MIN PA/NA
Constant
Time
Time2
Just-View
Positive
PA (Trait)
PA (Trait)2
NA (Trait)

B

SE

-.69
-.20
-.23
.06
.00
.01
.00

.12
.03
.04
.00
.00
.00
.00

-.07
-.10
-.46
-.20
.08
-.14
-.09
.00
.01
.03
.00
.00

.13
.02
.04
.03
.02
.05
.05
.00
.00
.01
.00
.00

.04
-.09
-.63
.02
.01
.00
.00

.14
.03
.05
.00
.00
.00
.00

1.49
-.09
-.72
-.16
.01
.00
.03
.00

.13
.03
.06
.07
.00
.00
.01
.00

.02
-.06
-.25
-.10
-.07
.01
.00
.02

.07
.02
.03
.03
.03
.00
.00
.00

P

t

p

-.17
-.15
.51
.06
.10
.10

5.74
6.21
5.39
14.49
1.90
2.70
3.09

< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
.058
.007
.002

-.12
-.34
-.30
.14
-.09
-.06
.08
.18
.30
.10
.07

.54
4.16
11.53
7.45
4.19
2.97
1.89
2.62
4.68
6.18
2.25
2.32

.59
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
.003
.059
.009
< .001
< .001
.025
.020

-.09
-.38
.22
.08
.10
-.11

.25
2.94
11.96
6.26
2.27
2.75
2.79

.80
.003
< .001
< .001
.024
.006
.005

-.08
-.38
-.08
.10
-.06
.22
-.08

11.22
2.61
12.13
2.45
2.99
1.91
6.98
2.35

< .001
.009
< .001
.015
.003
.056
< .001
.019

-.13
-.30
-.10
-.08
.10
-.08
.37

.26
4.03
9.66
3.12
2.41
3.13
2.43
11.25

.79
< .001
< .001
.002
.016
.002
.015
< .001

F

R2

p

80.23

.38

< .001

33.77

.32

< .001

33.77

.32

< .001

31.39

.22

< .001

35.62

.24

< .001

Note. For PA and NA, (State) refers to mDES scores whereas (Trait) refers to PANAS
scores. Just-View and Positive refer to the dummy variable isolating the effect of that
condition.
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emotions (i.e., MIN scores). First, time was entered as a linear and quadratic predictor,

followed by state-level affect (i.e., PA and NA from the mDES) and their respective
quadratic functions. These quadratic predictors were entered to account for any non

linear relationship between state-level affect. For instance, it was entirely possible that

higher levels of NA could be predicted by low and high levels of PA, with the former
relationship (i.e., high NA, low PA) as the classic hedonic experience and the latter (i.e.,

high NA, high PA) indicating mixed emotions.

Across all models, Time was a robust predictor as a quadratic function apart from
state-level PA. For state-level PA, there appeared to be only a linear decrease over the

course of the experiment. As shown in Figures 10 and 12, state-level NA and mixed
emotions followed a curvilinear trend in an upside-down U-shaped curve: low scores at

Baseline and after the Kaleidoscope video with the peak after Life Is Beautiful. As one of
the most important predictors (as indicated by the high P weights), this explains why the

unconditional growth model provided the best fit.

Age was only a significant predictor (linear) for state-level NA and
interest/sadness MIN scores, with increased age predicting higher scores on both. The
influence of Instruction was sporadic, but the Just-View condition did predict lower state
level NA, interest/sadness MIN scores, and PA/NA MIN scores while the Positive Focus

condition predicted lower state-level NA and PA/NA MIN scores. Additionally, state
level PA was predicted by state-level NA and vice versa. The linear effects suggest that
as one increased, the other decreased (i.e., higher PA, lower NA; lower PA, higher NA);

however, the quadratic effect of PA on NA suggests that high NA was linked to both low

and high PA.
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Beyond these effects, the influence of well-being was primarily seen in trait-level
affect (i.e., PA and NA from the PANAS), as it was a significant predictor in all models.

First, trait-level PA linearly predicted higher state-level PA and lower state-level NA,
while the quadratic effect on state-level PA was non-significant when included in the

simplified regression model. Second, trait-level NA predicted higher state-level NA
(linear and quadratic), which suggests that state-level NA was particularly amplified for

people with high trait-level NA. Third, higher trait-level reports of both PA and NA

predicted higher mixed emotions; however, the significant quadratic effect for trait-level
PA on interest/sadness and PA/NA MIN scores suggests that the highest amounts of

mixed emotions were reported by individuals with moderate or high trait-level PA.
Lastly, there were quadratic effects for life satisfaction on state-level PA and

happiness/sadness MIN scores, as well as meaning in life on state-level NA and
happiness/sadness MIN scores. Life satisfaction predicted higher state-level PA, with the

direction of the linear effect indicating an exponential growth curve whereby small
increases in life satisfaction would produce increasingly larger gains. Curiously, both

high and low life satisfaction predicted higher happiness/sadness MIN scores. On the

other hand, moderate (i.e., mean-level) meaning in life predicted higher
happiness/sadness MIN scores and lower state-level NA.

As a final exploratory step to probe the influence of well-being on the present
results, a composite score was created to be entered as a covariate in the preceding

ANOVA analyses. First, a factor analysis was conducted to provide sample-specific

factor loadings for each of the four subcomponents of well-being using z-score
transformed data rather than raw scores to represent the underlying distribution of scores
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more accurately. There was no reason to suspect that these loadings would differ by age
group; however, separate analyses were conducted to confirm the same underlying
structure in terms of magnitude and direction. No factor loadings differed in direction,

with minimal differences in magnitude (< .10) across the age groups, justifying a single

factor structure for the sample. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
(KMO = .77) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (x2 = 359.97,p < 0.001) indicated that the
variables were sufficiently related and had an adequate amount of variance. Extracting a
single factor from these four components explained 63% of the variance, with factor
loadings of .877 for life satisfaction, .831 for meaning in life, .792 for trait-level PA, and

-.66 for trait-level NA. Next, these factor loadings were used to create a composite
variable by creating a weighted sum by multiplying each participant’s z-score by the

corresponding factor loading.

Lastly, this composite variable was entered as a covariate in the previous mixed
ANOVAs conducted on MIN scores for interest/sadness, happiness/sadness, and PA/NA.

It should be noted that across the previous analyses, only PA/NA MIN scores were
influenced by anything other than Time, as evidenced by the significant Time x Age

interaction. When the composite well-being item was entered as a covariate, this effect
disappeared. Moreover, well-being was a significant between-subjects factor for PA/NA

(F(1,260) = 13.55,p < .001, np2 = .05), interest/sadness (F(1,260) = 18.32,p < .001, np2 =
.06), and happiness/sadness (F(1,260) = 25.30,p < .001, np2 = .09). To probe these

results, the influence of Age on this newly created composite variable was tested using a
one-way ANOVA, which was significant (F(1,267) = 8.65, p < .001, np2 = .06) whereby
YAs (M = -.85; SE = .26; 95% CI [-1.35, -.35]) had lower scores than MAs (M = .30; SE
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= .26; 95% CI [-.22, .82]) or OAs (M = .57; SE = .26; 95% CI [.06, 1.07]). Considered
together, well-being was an important factor for the emergence of mixed emotions, which

may be related to age.

Summary for Hypothesis 4. The multilevel modelling analyses suggest that time
alone was a sufficient predictor of affect changes over the course of the experiment. The
exploratory regression analyses indicate that this was primarily due to quadratic changes

over time, which logically follow from previous analyses and the overall study aim of
eliciting mixed emotions. However, the regression models indicate that well-being,

namely trait-level affect, was predictive of mixed emotions. Specifically, higher mixed
emotions were expected with higher levels of reported trait-level affect. Lastly, there was

clear evidence of a relationship between mixed emotions and a composite measure of
well-being.
Overall Results Summary

Altogether, there was mixed support for the study hypotheses. Table 9 displays

how the data either support or go against each prediction. For Hypothesis 1, there was no
Table 9. Summary of hypotheses and their relative degree of empirical support.

Hypothesis 1

An Age x Instruction interaction for
mixed emotions after viewing Life Is
Beautiful.

No Support

Hypothesis 2

Age differences in SWB and EWB.

Mostly Supported

Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 4

Mixed emotions will change over time
based on a Time x Age x Instruction
interaction.
State-level PA/NA correlations across
time will differ by Age, Instruction, and
individual differences in well-being.
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Minimal Support

Some Support

substantive evidence of the influence of Instruction or Age on mixed emotions

experienced after viewing Life Is Beautiful. For Hypothesis 2, age differences emerged as

expected, aside from non-significant differences for life satisfaction. For Hypothesis 3,
there was only support for the influence of Time, as well as a single Time x Age

interaction; however, there were intriguing patterns for PA and NA trajectories, as well as

the underlying components for each age group over time. For Hypothesis 4, the influence

of Time was abundantly clear; however, further exploratory analyses revealed some

relationship between affect changes over the course of the experiment and trait-level
well-being.
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CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

This study was the first to examine the role of age in mixed emotion elicitation
using a guided reactivity paradigm. Given the conflicting nature of past findings from

Riediger et al. (2009; 2014) and Schneider & Stone (2015), it was unclear as to how
mixed emotions may be related to age. To date, mixed emotions have not been
extensively researched, and no study has explored in-the-moment elicitation of mixed
emotions across adulthood, as past studies included only YAs (e.g., Larsen et al., 2017;

Larsen & Green, 2013; Larsen & McGraw, 2011). Mixed emotions were experienced
similarly across groups; however, OAs displayed the most noticeable affect changes,

which could be partially due to underlying differences in well-being. Although the
predictions were not entirely supported, these results have important implications for

socioemotional aging theories as well as future mixed emotion research.
Similarities in Mixed Emotions after Elicitation
It was expected that age and viewing instructions would influence the intensity of
mixed emotions experienced after Life Is Beautiful. Specifically, OAs were expected to

report the highest mixed emotion intensity, followed by MAs, and then YAs. This pattern
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was expected to differ depending on the viewing instructions received. However, the
omnibus analysis revealed no significant effects, suggesting that mixed emotions were

experienced similarly across age groups when probed via a lab-based stimulus.

Digging deeper into the phenomenology of emotions in this study, there were
possible floor effects at play. Since average PA and NA scores never crossed the mid

point of the overall emotional intensity scale, operationalizing mixed emotions primarily
through MIN scores could have been an issue. In fact, aside from interest/sadness MIN
scores (see Figure 10 on p. 72), no MIN scores were above 1. Despite this statistical
limitation, the change in mixed emotions from baseline to after Life Is Beautiful was

uniform across groups. Thus, the lack of age differences in mixed emotions after viewing
Life Is Beautiful creates intriguing questions for existing socioemotional aging theories.

First, the lack of Age x Instruction interactions undermines predictions from agerelated positivity research. Specifically, it was expected that age-related differences
would emerge within the just-view condition (Hypothesis 1A) but dissipate in the

positive focus condition (Hypothesis 1C). The former would support age-related
positivity such that OAs would report higher positive and negative emotions when

uninstructed, which could be due to their underlying tendency to engage with positive

relative to negative information when uninhibited by task demands (see Reed, Chan, &
Mikels, 2014). It was expected that OAs might experience more mixed emotions after
Life Is Beautiful due to biased processing. The latter suggests that, if other age groups are

explicitly told to focus on the positive aspects of the clip, all groups should display

patterns consistent with a positivity bias. Neither pattern was observed, and the mixed
and negative focus conditions did not seem to influence reports of mixed emotions either.
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At first glance, it would seem that the viewing instructions did not sufficiently

lead to group differences in self-reported mixed emotions; however, in follow-up
analyses for Hypothesis 3, there were Time x Instruction interactions for state-level PA

and NA. This suggests that the instructions did exert some influence on participant
reports across the experiment but did not meaningfully impact differences in how each

age group reported mixed emotions. Overall, mixed emotion elicitation appeared to be
unrelated to age-related positivity in this study.

Second, SST does not make specific predictions regarding the experience of
mixed emotions; however, evidence suggests that individuals do experience phenomena

akin to mixed emotions (i.e., the bittersweet feelings of poignancy) in the face of

meaningful endings (e.g., Ersner-Hershfield, Carvel, & Isaacowitz, 2009; ErsnerHershfield et al., 2008). Since the aging process is related to the ultimate meaningful
ending (i.e., death), it could be argued that an increase in mixed emotion

frequency/intensity in older adulthood would result. Some research suggests that this may
be the case (e.g., Carstensen et al., 2011; Schneider & Stone, 2015). Alternatively, the
present results indicate that there may be more age similarities, at least for in-the-moment

reactions measured after elicitation. Importantly, although no endings were explicit in the

clip from Life Is Beautiful, there could have been several implicit endings such as the
anticipated pending mortality for prisoners in the camp . However, it is unclear how these
perceptions would change momentary affect responses. At present, the relationship
between meaningful endings and mixed emotions still needs further empirical support.

Third, DIT suggests that age-related decreases in affect complexity would

produce more distinctions between PA and NA (i.e., fewer mixed emotions). Instead,
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there was no difference in mixed emotions across age groups in the present study. This

could suggest that the experience of mixed emotions is comparable across adulthood.
However, it could be that this OA sample was unique in some way that could influence

reports of mixed emotions. DIT would predict that age-related decline would alter affect
complexity and affect optimization, suggesting that cognitive abilities may play a role in
the experience of mixed emotion.

Age-related differences in cognitive abilities, or the lack thereof, could be a
possible reason for the lack of age differences in mixed emotions. For example, the

current sample may have had OAs that would perform exceptionally well on traditional
measures of cognitive abilities. Having participants exclusively acquired through an
online paid recruitment service may have produced a biased sample of OAs. For instance,
recruiting OAs online may produce samples with higher cognitive abilities and physical

health when compared to in-person OA samples (Ogletree & Katz, 2020). Unfortunately,
there is no data within this study to interrogate this claim. Future work should address
these possible influences by replicating this study with an in-person sample and

administering a neuropsychology battery to control for the influence of cognitive
abilities. This would probe how cognitive resources may be related to mixed emotions as
well as test the generalizability of the current findings to in-person samples.

Lastly, the psychophysiological claims made by the Aging Brain model or SAVI

could not be addressed due to the online nature of this study. Examining the autonomic
reactions that mixed emotions elicit in each age group would provide nuanced insight
into the physical demands of mixed affective states. For instance, it could be that self
reported similarities emerge, but there are underlying physiological differences between
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age groups. OAs may be less reactive physiologically than YAs, perhaps due to their

socioemotional expertise in dealing with a lifetime of emotional experiences (as SAVI
would suggest). The alternative could emerge, which could be explained by the cognitive
demands of mixed emotions (linking back to DIT postulates). These possible scenarios
are interesting to consider; however, they can only be speculated upon due to the lack of

psychophysiological data in this study.

The general similarities in mixed emotions after viewing Life Is Beautiful is
evidence of the preservation of the phenomenon across the adult lifespan. Although past

work suggests both age-related decreases (e.g., Riediger et al., 2009; 2014) and increases
(Schneider & Stone, 2015) in mixed emotions experienced during daily life, age may not

be an important factor for momentary reactions. Moreover, daily experiences of mixed
emotions may be relatively infrequent (Riediger et al., 2009; 2014; Schneider & Stone,

2015). The present findings demonstrate no evidence of age differences in a tendency to
acknowledge experiencing in-the-moment mixed emotions, albeit at relatively modest

levels in response to the Life Is Beautiful clip.

Null Findings and Methodological Concerns
The interpretation of age-related similarities is contingent upon dispelling several
methodological concerns related to null findings. The reliance on probability testing and

significant p-values often suggests that null findings are evidence of similarities or no

relationship. However, as Altman and Bland (1995) say, “the absence of evidence is not
evidence of absence (p. 485),” meaning that null results should not always be taken at

face value. There are possible methodological reasons as to why null results were found

in this study.
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First, the age effects may have been too small to detect. In essence, this study may
have lacked adequate power to detect age differences as predicted. As described on p. 55,

past literature was consulted to help make an accurate a priori prediction regarding the
effect size to be anticipated. Although the power requirements were met for these

calculations, it is entirely possible that these estimates were wrong and overestimated the

true probable effect size in question. However, given that a moderately small effect size

(np2 = .04) was used in the a priori power calculation, a smaller effect would have little
practical significance. Instead, it is more likely that the effect was occluded (if it was

indeed present but not detected) by other design characteristics.
Second, it could be that the floor effects in MIN scores limited variability and

subsequently occluded any age effects that may have been present. As indicated
previously in Figure 12, average state-level NA was never above 1 at any time point.

Since the MIN score is calculated using the smaller of two values, the range of
differences was restricted. This lack of magnitude could have contributed to the non

significant results observed. However, despite these statistical limitations, we did detect a
significant Time x Age interaction for PA/NA MIN scores, which were all below 1 (see

Figure 11). Moreover, it is common for MIN scores to be below the mid-point on various
rating scales (e.g., Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2008; Ersner-Hershfield, Carvel, &
Isaacowitz, 2009; Larsen et al., 2017). For example, Larsen et al. (2017) used a longer

version of the clip from Life Is Beautiful, yet average MIN scores for their sample were
less than 1, which directly mirrors findings from the present study. Thus, the low MIN

score ratings in this study are not unlike previously published work on mixed emotions.
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Another sensitivity issue with MIN scores is the measurement epoch. While a
short film clip provides a narrow window by which reactivity can be operationalized, pre-

and post-video ratings distill affect dynamics experienced during the video. This problem

could be solved by having participants rate intermittently within an evaluative space grid
(Larsen et al., 2009) or by interrupting the video to provide in order for participants to
provide more detailed reports. More continuous assessments of mixed emotions could

perhaps detect mixed affective states over the course of the viewing period in a more
comprehensive fashion than by simply comparing ratings before and after the clip.
Unpublished data presented by Coles and Larsen at the 2016 Society for Personality and

Social Psychology convention suggests that this 4-min clip from Life Is Beautiful elicits

high NA and low PA at the beginning but high PA and low NA towards the end. Thus, it

is entirely possible that simply using pre- and post-video MIN scores may have
oversimplified the nature of mixed emotions. Ultimately, future work should test whether

age differences emerge when affect is measured continuously. However, it should be
highlighted that the MIN score values obtained in the present study are commensurate

with existing work on mixed emotions.
Third, the low affect ratings could be representative of a different problem: poor

effectiveness of the manipulation. While there is evidence that mixed emotions did
increase from Baseline, it is possible that the elicitation was not strong enough to fully

demonstrate underlying differences. The present study utilized a 4-minute clip from Life
Is Beautiful to elicit mixed emotions; however, past work conducted by Larsen and
colleagues utilized a longer version of the same film employed in the present study (~20
minutes). Using a longer clip presumably provides a more immersive experience and
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additional context for emotions to arise; however, as noted above, Larsen et al., (2017)
observed similarly low MIN scores as reported in the present study. Moreover, among
participants who failed the video checks (i.e., identifying viewing instructions, multiple
choice test), there were 36 justifiable complaints regarding audio quality (4 YAs, 8 MAs,
10 OAs) and lack of clarity regarding the film clip’s plot (2 YAs, 7 MAs, 5 OAs). Thus,

it may be useful to consider other elicitation methods whether through alternative film
clips, music (e.g., Larsen et al., 2017), or other types of stimuli altogether (e.g., life

events, as in Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2008; see p. 108 for additional discussion).
The null effects of the viewing instructions are likely due to an ineffective

manipulation. It is entirely possible that participants simply did not appropriately
interpret or enact the instructions they received. Revisiting the open-ended questions to
probe this possibility, 68 participants reported watching the clip in a manner incongruent

with their randomly assigned instruction, most commonly for the Just-View instructions.
Moreover, the ineffective instructions could also be why 119 participants did not

correctly identify which instructions they received. It is possible that the instructions
were not explicit enough to guide participants toward feeling more or less mixed

emotions. Instead, participants may have opted to view the clip in a naturalistic manner,

which negated any potential Instruction effects.
Lastly, there may have been sample-specific characteristics that led to some of
our null findings. Using an online sample may have led to various participant

characteristics that differ from what we typically observe within in-person studies. To
address this concern, the present sample of YAs and OAs was qualitatively compared to

sample from other work I have conducted using in-person samples (no previous MA
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samples were available for comparison). When compared to Hamilton & Allard (2020),
the present sample reported slightly lower levels of trait-level PA and SWLS but
comparable subjective health ratings, trait-level NA, and relatively similar symptom

reports on mental health assessments despite different measures employed across studies
(see the referenced scoring manuals for diagnostic interpretations). When compared to

Hamilton & Allard (2021), only trait-level PA was higher. Unfortunately, Riediger et al.

(2009; 2014) and Schneider and Stone (2015) did not publish similar information. Thus,
the current sample is mostly similar to past in-person samples on key well-being factors.

It could be that included participants (i.e., those who passed all screening
procedures) were systematically different from excluded participants. To test this
possibility, independent samples t-tests were used to test excluded versus included
participants in each age group on demographic, well-being, and affect outcomes. An

interesting pattern emerged whereby excluded participants, regardless of age group,
reported generally higher levels of affect at the trait- and state-level as well as higher

psychological distress, namely depression and anxiety symptoms. However, the reported
results did not change when these participants were included in the omnibus ANOVA

analyses where prior inclusion versus exclusion was included as a between-subjects
factor. Although the excluded cases may have been more likely to report higher affect,
this did not substantively influence the magnitude, direction, or significance of any of the
previously reported results.

With these caveats in mind, the null effects should be tentatively considered as

age-related similarities for in-the-moment mixed emotions. Future research must address

sensitivity issues with MIN scores due to low overall ratings (even if it is a common
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occurrence) and measurement epochs. Studies should consider using alternative stimuli
and include clear instructions regarding the reactivity task. Additionally, a direct
replication using an in-person sample could allay doubts about these results being

attributable to idiosyncrasies of an online sample.
Affect Trajectories: The Role of Age and Instruction
Beyond momentary reactions to Life Is Beautiful, this experiment tested for

possible age differences in how mixed emotions receded after elicitation. There are

several interesting findings to review concerning affect changes across the experiment.
First, PA/NA correlations did not differ over time, and very few differences emerged

based on age and instruction condition. Second, MIN scores differed substantially over
time, as demonstrated by very large effect sizes. Third, there were significant age
differences in PA/NA MIN scores after the Kaleidoscope video whereby OAs reported

fewer mixed emotions than YAs or MAs. Fourth, OAs reported more changes in PA and

NA than YAs or MAs. Fifth, the item-level data from the mDES suggests that OAs
reported higher and different NA responses after Life Is Beautiful when compared to YAs

and MAs. Lastly, viewing instructions produced no changes in mixed emotions but may

have exerted some influence on PA and NA trajectories, independent of age.
The operationalization of mixed emotions via PA/NA correlations indicates the

presence of heightened mixed emotionality when PA and NA are less negatively
correlated (i.e., closer to zero, positively correlated). Contrary to hypotheses, PA/NA

correlations were more strongly negatively correlated after Life Is Beautiful rather than
becoming closer to zero (see Table 4 on p. 66). This was the same across all groups, with

higher NA scores being related to lower PA scores in response to Life Is Beautiful.
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Consequently, this may have contributed to the overall low levels of mixed emotions
reported by limiting the likelihood that high NA and high PA would occur together. Most

importantly, this runs against the expectation that Life Is Beautiful would bring about

more mixed emotions (i.e., less negative PA/NA correlations).
When comparing this finding to past studies on mixed emotions where PA/NA

correlations were indeed less negative for certain groups (e.g., Schneider & Stone, 2015),
it may appear that the present results are evidence against effective elicitation of mixed
emotions. However, data from daily diary and ecological momentary assessments
indicate that PA/NA dynamics during stress are characterized by strong negative

correlations despite a high likelihood that PA and NA are experienced together (Scott,
Sliwinski, Mogle, & Almeida, 2014). Thus, PA/NA correlations may not provide the

most consistent estimate of true emotional co-occurrence in the face of an acute stressor.
The lack of substantial evidence of mixed emotion elicitation via PA/NA correlations is
not an indictment of the phenomenon itself. Perhaps, if the stimulus were not a 4-minute
film clip but instead a prolonged event (i.e., a major life transition), there would be a

higher likelihood of finding less negative or moderate positive correlations between PA
and NA. Although the PA/NA correlations observed in this study match the prototypical
expectations of affect dynamics in response to acute stress, these correlations may not

completely indicate mixed emotion elicitation. Alternatively, the MIN score data speak

directly to the emergence and intensity of mixed emotions in this experiment.

Evidence from the MIN score analyses suggests that reports of mixed emotion
experience changed across the experiment. The effect of time was readily apparent in all
MIN scores (see Figure 10 on p. 72) and provided substantial explanatory power (all np2
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> .25). Thus, all participants experienced changes in mixed emotions, with increases from

baseline to after Life Is Beautiful, and decreases after the Kaleidoscope video. This

finding reaffirms the arguments made in the preceding section regarding age similarities
in the experience of in-the-moment mixed emotions, aside from age differences in
PA/NA MIN score changes. Specifically, there was a statistical difference after the

Kaleidoscope video whereby OAs had significantly lower scores than MAs or YAs. This

was preceded by OAs having the highest PA/NA MIN scores after Life Is Beautiful
(although not statistically different from YAs or MAs). At first glance, this indicates that
mixed emotions dissipated more quickly for OAs in comparison to the other age groups.
Before discussing the theoretical implications of this finding, the state-level PA

and NA changes (see Figure 12 on p. 72) provide additional information for this result.
State-level PA linearly decreased for YAs and MAs, but it followed a quadratic pattern

(i.e., high at baseline and after the Kaleidoscope video) for OAs. On the other hand, all

groups experienced higher NA after Life Is Beautiful, but OAs experienced the largest
increase and subsequent decrease. Taken together, OAs may have been the most reactive

group across the study, as they had the largest changes in state-level affect in response to
Life Is Beautiful, which then dissipated at greater levels after the Kaleidoscope video.

Several socioemotional aging theories are predicated on OAs’ avoidance of NA.

Age-related positivity, DIT, and SAVI specifically would predict positively valenced
stimuli to take precedent (i.e., be attended to, remembered better, experienced more) over
negatively valenced stimuli for OAs when compared to YAs or MAs. However, the

present data suggest that this was not the case. Moreover, when examining item-level
data, OAs reported more frequent responses for sadness than YAs or MAs. Coupling this
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with OAs reporting more high arousal emotions like hate and disgust, the predictions of

existing theories do not sufficiently explain affect changes in the present study.
Despite running against expectations, this finding is not novel. For instance, OAs

report equal or even heightened sadness responses when compared to YAs (e.g.,
Kunzmann & Grühn, 2005; Kunzmann et al., 2017; Kunzmann, Richter, & Schmukle,

2013; Kunzmann & Thomas, 2014; Lohani & Isaacowitz, 2013; Seider, Shiota, Whalen,
& Levenson, 2011; Shiota & Levenson, 2009). In fact, a study investigating negative and

mixed reactions to sadness-inducing film clips observed OAs reacting more strongly (i.e.,
high NA and mixed emotions) than YAs (Mather & Ready, 2021). Aside from

similarities in mixed emotions after elicitation, key affect dynamic differences emerged.

Concerning differences in how people returned to affective baselines, it should
not be considered unusual that OAs exhibited increased PA but decreased NA and mixed
emotions at the end of the study. In fact, there is evidence suggesting that OAs are adept

at emotion regulation (e.g., Livingstone & Isaacowitz, 2015; Schirda et al., 2016;
Scheibe, Sheppes, & Staudinger, 2015), particularly when employing positivizing tactics
in response to negative affect elicitors (e.g., Brockman et al., 2017; Lohani & Isaacowitz,

2014; Nowlan et al., 2015; Shiota & Levenson, 2009). Indeed, this falls in line with the
expectation that OAs can leverage self-regulatory strengths that have accumulated
through many instances of emotional reactivity (e.g., SAVI). Without specific data
regarding the mental processes participants engaged during the Kaleidoscope video (i.e.,

specific mood recovery strategies), it remains unclear how emotional reactions were
managed. Nonetheless, OAs exhibited effective emotional control through increased PA
as well as decreased NA and mixed emotions.
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Lastly, viewing instructions exerted no influence on mixed emotions during the

study, but they did contribute to differences in state-level PA and NA (see Table 7 on p.
77). Specifically, the Negative Focus condition produced the highest NA and lowest PA
after Life Is Beautiful. In contrast, both the Positive and Mixed Focus condition had the

highest PA and lowest NA, but neither differed from each other nor the Just-View

condition. Moreover, there were no discernible differences in PA or NA at baseline or
after the Kaleidoscope video that could be contributed to viewing instructions. Thus, the
only effect of the viewing instructions was diminished PA and amplified NA in the
Negative Focus condition after Life Is Beautiful. This suggests that viewing instructions

did not meaningfully contribute to affect changes, which supports the argument that top
down processing instructions may be unrelated to affective outcomes observed in the

present study (e.g., Blanchard-Fields & Isaacowitz, 2012). While other measures could
examine processing differences at other levels (i.e., eye tracking to examine looking

patterns), the present study suggests that explicit viewing instructions did not
meaningfully alter the way in which participants reported reactions to the clip.

Altogether, there were increases in mixed emotions after Life Is Beautiful that
were primarily driven by increased NA and decreased PA. No discernible age differences

emerged at this point; however, mixed emotions and NA dissipated more and PA
increased more for OAs after the Kaleidoscope video when compared to YAs and MAs.
Moreover, the effect size differences in the simple main effects of Time were nearly

double for OAs. Despite overall similarities in the intensity of emotions (aside from
PA/NA MIN scores after the Kaleidoscope video), there were clear age differences in the
magnitude of affect trajectories.
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Mixed Emotions, Age, and Well-Being
Age differences in well-being emerged mostly as expected. OAs reported the

highest trait-levels of PA, satisfaction with life, and meaning in life with the lowest trait
levels of NA. MAs were statistically similar to OAs, aside from a slightly lower average
score for meaning in life. On the other hand, YAs had the lowest trait-levels of PA,

satisfaction with life, and meaning in life with the highest trait-levels of NA. This largely
replicates past research and effectively demonstrates the socioemotional gains described

in the PWB literature. The findings of age similarities in mixed emotions after Life Is
Beautiful does not rule out the possibility that mixed emotions are a mechanism for the
PWB. Mixed emotions may be more important for well-being outcomes in older

adulthood than in younger adulthood. Despite limitations of testing these connections
with multilevel modelling, there remain some important results concerning the
relationship between mixed emotions and well-being.

First, there was an unsurprising connection between trait-level affect and mixed
emotions. Specifically, higher trait-level affect predicted stronger mixed emotion

reactivity. This indicates that people who reported particularly high trait-levels of PA or

NA were reporting more intense mixed emotions. From a purely computational
perspective, higher MIN scores would presumably result from a persistence of higher
affect scores in general. However, from a theoretical perspective, there is reason to

believe that this effect could be related to an underlying difference between persons in

their likelihood to report high intensity affective states. For instance, higher scores on the
personality trait of Neuroticism (also called emotional stability) are at times predictive of

between-person differences in mixed emotions, which could be mediated by NA
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variability (Barford, Koval, Kuppens, & Smillie, 2020). In essence, greater tendencies

toward general emotional reactivity could be related to more frequent and/or more intense

mixed emotion episodes.
Translating this result to the patterns found within the present study, it could be
that high NA or high PA predicts stronger mixed emotions because of an underlying
personality trait that is associated with higher variability in emotional reactions.

However, this interpretation is complicated by research showing age-related decreases

(e.g., Allemand, Zimprich, & Hertzog, 2007; Mroczek & Spiro, 2003) or stability (e.g.,
Specht, Egloff, & Schmuckle, 2011) in trait neuroticism. Moreover, there is some

evidence that shows age-related increases in reactivity to stress-inducing daily life

situations (Sliwinski, Almeida, Smyth, & Stawski, 2009). This may indicate that OAs

would have been more reactive to the emotional induction paradigm used in the present
study. Taken together, individual differences in stress reactivity (whether attributed to
traits or situations) could influence the connection between trait-level affect and mixed

emotions. Importantly, the amelioration of NA and heightened PA that OAs reported
after the Kaleidoscope video dispels the notion that these factors contributed to the inthe-moment emotional reactions seen in the present study. If this were the case,
heightened NA and mixed emotions should have persisted, but they did not, which

suggests that a different mechanism may have been responsible.

As suggested by the coactivation model of health (Larsen et al., 2003), a balanced
approach to PA and NA in the face of stress may be more useful for promoting long-term

positive adaptation. Diametrically opposing the postulates of a strict pro-hedonic

perspective, experiencing NA is crucial for healthy development. For instance, living a
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stressor-free life may be desirable on the surface, since less stress is predictive of overall

physical and emotional well-being, but such a life is predictive of lower levels of

cognitive functioning (Charles, Mogle, Chai, & Almeida, 2021). Instead of completely
avoiding NA altogether, individuals who endorse higher levels of NA may be more likely

to report mixed emotions because they are predisposed to being more receptive to acute

stressors simply due to high-level NA to begin. This suggests that people who generally

have a more dynamic balance between PA and NA (i.e., at the trait-level) may be more

likely to report mixed emotions.

For life satisfaction and meaning in life, higher life satisfaction predicted higher
state-level PA, and higher meaning in life predicted lower state-level NA. This suggests

that these aspects of well-being contributed to more pro-hedonic constellations of
affective responses. Considering the quadratic effects, higher happiness/sadness MIN

scores were predicted by both high and low life satisfaction but average meaning in life.

This suggests that certain aspects of well-being exert different influences on mixed

emotion reactivity, but it must be stated that these regression parameters are sample
specific and may not be fully generalizable. Instead, studies that utilize daily life contexts

for affect assessments (e.g., Schneider & Stone, 2015) may be better suited to evaluate

how individual differences in well-being explain variability in mixed emotions.

Despite limitations of the present analyses, there was an overall suggestion that
well-being was related to reported mixed emotions. Trait-level affect was a significant

predictor in every model, but life satisfaction and meaning in life did contribute in some
ways. However, theoretical delineation between EWB and SWB (and their respective

contributions to mixed emotions) remain unanswered. While existing research suggests
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that EWB is related to mixed emotions through facets such as meaning in life (e.g.,

Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker, & Garbinsky, 2013; Berrios, Totterdell, & Kellet, 2018;
Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009), these results suggest that SWB also plays a key role.

EWB and SWB are highly related (Disabato et al., 2016; Huta & Waterman,
2014; Joshanloo, 2016), and the factor analysis used to create a composite well-being
measure supports this notion. Rather than trying parse out the respective influence of
each facet of well-being, the composite well-being score helped indicate—to some
extent—how well-being was related to mixed emotions and age in this study. Including
the well-being composite in the mixed ANOVA analyses indicated that individual
differences in well-being explained a significant portion of the variance (5-10%) in mixed

emotion scores across the experiment. Most notably, the inclusion of this covariate
nullified the Time x Age interaction for PA/NA MIN scores, suggesting that trait well

being was more important than age as a factor. As expected from the underlying age
differences in each facet, the composite well-being score differed significantly by age,

with OAs and MAs having higher scores than YAs.

These additional analyses provide evidence that mixed emotions are related to
well-being, and this relationship may differ across adulthood. As previously discussed,
OAs were the most reactive group and had the highest levels of well-being. It could be

that having higher well-being provides more flexible, and possibly more adaptive,

responses to stress. This is the core proposition of the coactivation model of health.

Rather than a unilateral pursuit of PA at all costs, it could be advantageous to recognize
and experience the negative aspects of a given experience in order to effectively deal with
and move on from the stressor. Thus, existing theories that suggest pro-hedonic pursuits
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are the paramount goal of socioemotional functioning in later life (e.g., SST, DIT) cannot

fully explain these results.

Importantly, OAs being the most reactive group in this study does not undercut all
theories. Specifically, SAVI would expect a degree of NA reactivity, but predicts that too

much high intensity NA would be detrimental for OAs relative to YAs due to underlying
physiological vulnerabilities in resource availability for OAs (Charles, 2010; Charles &
Luong, 2013). It could be that high intensity mixed emotions would be more disruptive

for OAs, but the relatively modest levels of mixed emotions reported in the present study
did would suggest that a high intensity mixed emotion threshold was not reached.
Moreover, it cannot be determined whether an effortful muting of mixed affective

responses occurred. Physiological assessments could provide some indication of the
physical demands of mixed emotion elicitation and whether self-reported emotions are in
coherence with age similarities or differences in physiological demands. However,

comparisons to discrete positive and negative reactivity would be needed to understand
the unique physiological reactions mixed emotions produce across age groups.

Nevertheless, future work should interrogate physiological correlates of mixed emotions.

Ultimately, this study provides preliminary evidence that well-being is related to
the experience of mixed emotions. Specifically, higher well-being was associated with

older age, which was in turn associated with greater flexibility to momentary mixed

emotions. These results provide exciting questions for current theory regarding the nature

of affective experiences in older adulthood. Additional work should probe the conditions
under which more intense mixed emotions will emerge and, ultimately, how mixed
emotions may contribute to overall well-being across the adult lifespan.
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Implications for the Paradox of Well-Being

Despite the theorized importance of mixed emotions as a possible explanatory
mechanism behind the PWB, this study did not set out to provide a causative link
between mixed emotions and well-being differences in adulthood. Instead, this study

provides novel evidence that illustrates a potential link between age, well-being, and

mixed emotions. Specifically, variability in momentary mixed emotions were better
explained by well-being differences than age. With the observed age differences in well
being reported here (see Table 5 on p. 70) and in other studies (e.g., Carstensen et al.,

2011; Charles, Reynolds, & Gatz, 2001; Kunzmann, Little, & Smith, 2000; Kurland et
al., 2006; Mrozcek & Kolarz, 1998; Steger, Oishi, & Kashdan, 2009; Windsor & Antsey,

2010), it is possible that mixed emotions are in some way related to well-being

trajectories across adulthood. Yet, many questions remain.

Future research should address how mixed emotions predict well-being
differences across the lifespan. Traditional PWB aims at explaining interindividual
differences in well-being, occasionally addressing intraindividual change. As a result,

well-being is often the outcome; however, mixed emotions were the dependent variable

in the prediction models for Hypothesis 4. While the model could have been flipped with
well-being as the outcome, the mixed emotion trajectories in this reactivity study do not

accurately represent daily experiences of mixed emotions. Essentially, it would not be an
accurate test of the hypothesis that mixed emotions are the mechanism by which the

PWB emerges. An optimal test would be with longitudinal evidence and predicting both

between- and within-person variability. Such tests could be done using archival data from
large datasets like the Midlife in the United States (MIDUS) series or the datasets present
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in Schneider & Stone (2015). The present study provides evidence that mixed emotions
do relate to well-being differences across adulthood, creating an impetus for such follow

up work.
Beyond prediction models, it is still unclear how mixed emotions confer health

benefits. Though the coactivation model (Larsen et al., 2003) provides one explanation,

there are few direct tests of its primary postulates. Moreover, alternative explanations

have not been tested. For instance, the coactivation model argues that highly stressful
events are best managed by experiencing PA in the face of situationally dominant NA,

which spurs adaptive psychological processes to improve health. However, one possible
alternative is reverse causality: people who have higher psychological and emotional

well-being are more likely to experience PA - in general - which carries over into highly

negative situations.
Another alternative could be that mixed emotions are the manifestation of
adaptive psychological processing rather than the causative agent (e.g., Adler &

Hershfield, 2012). There is also the possibility that other contexts of mixed emotions are

adaptive. For instance, mixed emotions could be adaptive when NA is experienced with

something positive. The best example comes from research on poignancy and college
graduation (e.g., Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2008). Still, these possibilities all suggest that
mixed emotions and self-regulatory processes are linked.

There is little knowledge regarding the situational utility of mixed emotions.
Again, the coactivation model sets the prevailing line of thinking such that mixed
emotions confer benefits during highly stressful situations. Although empirical evidence

does not exist to disprove this speculation, it is highly unlikely that experiencing
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consistently high levels of mixed emotions in daily life is adaptive. This would
necessitate that high levels of PA and NA are commonly experienced together, which

would be indicative of emotional instability. Instead, it is more plausible, as the
coactivation model suggests, that mixed emotions are useful in response to certain

situations. Moreover, are there certain events where people report mixed affectivity as a

prominent feature? There is little known about what situations beget mixed emotions and

whether they are adaptive in-the-moment or for later outcomes.
Despite evidence of mixed emotions and their relationship to well-being, there is
still much to uncover regarding the specific instances when mixed emotions are

experienced and how they confer well-being benefits. This study provides initial evidence

of a connection between well-being differences in adulthood and mixed emotions. Future
work should strive to uncover the nature of the relationship between mixed emotions and
well-being with an emphasis on when and how these connections are observed.

Future Directions

Mixed emotions in life events. A variety of methodologies have been used for

eliciting mixed emotions (e.g., imagined endings; Ersner-Hershfield et al., 2008), but the
most common technique is a film clip (e.g., Larsen et al., 2017; Larsen & Green, 2013;
Larsen & McGraw, 2011). While film clips are a common method in emotion reactivity

research, there have been calls to make use of stimuli and task paradigms that are more
commensurate with daily life contexts (e.g., Isaacowitz & Stanley, 2011; Kunzmann &
Isaacowitz, 2017). It may be more advantageous to move away from video clips entirely

except when trying to identify more basic mechanisms (i.e., underlying physiological
reactivity) inherent to mixed emotion elicitation. Previous research has examined more
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idiographic stimulus presentations. Poignancy research has explored college graduation
as a time where people report feeling both happy and sad (e.g., Ersner-Hershfield et al.,

2008). Utilizing stimuli that better represent mixed emotional experiences in daily life
would be advantageous for increasing the external validity of this research.
I conducted a pilot study regarding life events that adults of all ages identify as

being imbued with positive and negative emotions. First, a sample of 85 participants (45
YAs, 28 MAs, 12 OAs) generated a short narrative regarding times when they have felt

both happy and sad. From these open-ended responses, two independent coders generated
short titles that grouped similar events together, and a total of 14 unique event groupings

emerged. A separate sample of 41 YAs (MAge = 26.19, SD = 3.14), 65 MAs (MAge =
49.28, SD = 5.30), and 30 OAs (MAge = 69.30, SD = 5.91) participated in a validation

study on the mixed emotion nature of the events by asking participants to reflect and
think back on these experiences. Out of the 14 events, high school graduation, college
graduation, moving out of a parent/guardian’s home, and voluntarily leaving a good job

were rated similarly across age groups in PA and NA. Finally, a third sample was

collected using CloudResearch with 36 YAs (MAge = 28.22, SD = 3.29), 38 MAs (MAge =
46.84, SD = 5.86), and 40 OAs (MAge = 69.40, SD = 4.60). For the four events identified
as equally positive and negative from the previous sample, key age differences emerged

with YAs reporting more mixed emotions than MAs or OAs. This result suggests that
there may be age-related differences in mixed emotions in the context of meaningful life

events. However, since 3 out of the 4 events that prominently emerged from this pilot

study tend to occur during younger/emerging adulthood, there are considerable
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constraints on this retrospective paradigm, most notably the time since the event occurred
and the relative age-specificity of each event.
Previous work suggests that OAs may reminisce about past events with “rose

colored glasses,” whereby negative events are viewed more positively (e.g., Comblain,
D’Argembeau, & Van der Linden, 2005; Ford, DiBiase, & Kensinger, 2018; Ford,

DiGirolamo, & Kensinger, 2016; Ford et al., 2018; Hamilton & Allard, 2021). Using a
different approach, for YAs, a longitudinal study could be conducted with incoming firstyear college students examining the emotional changes experienced before, during, and

after moving to college. This methodology could be used for soon-to-be college
graduates, as well. To use a more age-specific event for MAs or OAs, a similar study

could examine job transitions, like leaving a good job or retirement (which was one of the
initial 14 events from the pilot study). Affect trajectories in these age-specific contexts
could then be linked to well-being outcomes such as SWB or EWB.
As a final comment concerning the tools used to elicit mixed emotions,
idiographic stimuli may be the best way to produce noticeable mixed emotions. Beyond
the self-relevancy of a personal life event, there is an element of meaningfulness that can

be attributed to such stimuli. If a soon-to-be graduate is asked to consider their emotions

about graduating, the intensity of mixed emotions may depend upon the personal
meaningfulness of the event. For instance, event centrality is a construct developed in

studies of post-traumatic stress disorder (Berntsen & Rubin, 2006) that is meant to

represent the extent something integrates into one’s identity and life story (i.e., the way
someone views the world). Data from Berntsen, Rubin, & Siegler (2011) suggest that
positive events high in event centrality follow shared cultural scripts regarding life
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transitions (usually situated in younger adulthood) whereas negative events are associated
with significant psychosocial distress. This pattern seems to be evident cross-culturally

(Zaragoza Scherman et al., 2015). Thus, using life events associated with mixed emotions
may be instrumental for identifying how mixed emotions are connected with well-being

across the adult lifespan.
Individual differences. It is entirely possible that experiencing mixed emotions is
predicated on other factors not studied here. Specifically, no regression model explained

more than 32% of the variance in MIN scores. There is plenty of room for other

explanatory variables that may act as mediators or moderators regarding the experience

of mixed emotions. First, cognitive resources should be investigated. Due to limitations
with online data collection, neuropsychological assessments were not administered. Such

assessments could have been done virtually; however, it would have greatly increased
resource demands for the study (i.e., time, participant compensation). Nevertheless, there

is the possibility that in-the-moment mixed emotions are underscored by cognitive
abilities akin to age-related positivity research (e.g., Reed, Chan, & Mikels, 2014). For

example, cognitive abilities may act as a moderator between mixed emotions and well
being. Specifically, it could be that OAs with high SWB and high cognitive abilities

display mixed emotions, but OAs with high SWB and low cognitive abilities do not. This
pattern would be consistent with predictions from DIT whereby mixed emotions are
predicated on cognitive resources. No research to date has investigated such links, and

other relationships are certainly possible. It could be that cognitive abilities only
moderate within YAs and not OAs, although this would run against contemporary
thinking on emotions and cognitive abilities. Altogether, it would stand to reason that
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complex emotional reactions that integrate both PA and NA would presumably require a
certain degree of cognitive resources, but the extent to which cognitive abilities influence

mixed emotions remains unstudied.

Another factor that may influence mixed emotions is dispositional mindfulness.
Here-and-now awareness and non-judgmental views of one’s experiences could be

conceptually linked with an acceptance of co-occurring PA and NA, or at the very least
the ability to recognize co-occurring PA and NA when present. Mindfulness is
meaningfully linked to age-related differences in affect experiences. For example,

mindfulness is associated with higher PA and lower NA in daily life (e.g., Brockman,

Ciarrochi, Parker, & Kashdan, 2016), and it mediates the link between increased age and

higher PA (Shook et al., 2017), as well as increased age and lower NA (Raes et al.,
2015).

No current research is available on the influence of mindfulness on mixed

emotions. It could be that mindfulness would limit the emergence of mixed emotions due
to its documented relationship with increased PA and decreased NA reactivity,
particularly for OAs. Alternatively, mindfulness could increase mixed emotions during

acute stress by promoting a willingness to experience NA in-the-moment while
simultaneously implementing adaptive regulatory processes aimed at up-regulating PA.
The connection between mixed emotions and mindfulness could be particularly

apparent/relevant in relation to the current COVID-19 pandemic whereby more severe

deteriorations in mental health (i.e., higher NA) have been linked to less dispositional
mindfulness (e.g., Brose et al., 2020). Dispositional mindfulness may help promote a

more balanced approach (i.e., taking the good with the bad), which translates to positive
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psychological adaptation during periods of stress. Assessing the role of mindfulness in

mixed emotion experience would provide insight into individual difference factors that
may precede mixed affectivity that also contribute to well-being.
Following this line of reasoning, it is possible that mixed emotions are somewhat

related to underlying personality characteristics. As noted earlier, emotional stability is
characterized by the Big Five trait, Neuroticism, whereby higher scores tend to indicate
greater fluctuation in affective control, higher NA, and lower PA. Indeed, some evidence

exists to suggest that this personality trait is related to mixed emotions (Barford, Koval,
Kuppens, & Smillie, 2020); however, Openness has been associated with higher mixed
emotions, as well (Barford & Smillie, 2016). Alternatively, it could be that the propensity

to experience mixed affective states is an individual difference factor itself. In fact, the

Trait Mixed Emotions Scale (Barford & Smilie, 2016) attempts to delineate mixed
affective states from PA and NA via self-report items (i.e., both happy and sad v. happy

or sad). No other tools have been developed to examine between-person differences in
the likelihood of reporting mixed emotional states. However, there are individual

difference factors that are related to mixed emotions.
There is a connection between dialectical thinking (i.e., maintaining conflicting

positions, recognizing interrelatedness) and mixed emotionality (Sims et al., 2015; Zheng

et al., 2021). Individual differences in dialectical thinking are known to vary based on
culture. Within affect valuation theory, culture shapes affect preferences (Tsai, 2007;

2017; Tsai, Knutson, & Fung, 2006), with cultural distinctions potentially arising from
differences in core values and beliefs. An experience sampling study using a Chinese and

American sample revealed that a higher valuation of NA and dialectical thinking present
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in Chinese samples produces a higher likelihood of experiencing mixed emotions (Sims

et al., 2015). While minimal cross-cultural research has investigated differences in mixed
emotion elicitation, one recent study using a Chinese and American sample suggested
that cultural differences in dialectical thinking mediated the experience of mixed
emotions and one’s comfortability with mixed emotion elicitation (Zheng et al., 2021).

Beyond the cross-cultural variability in dialectical thinking, it is possible that dialectical

thinking variability could explain differences in mixed emotions within a given culture.
Thus, trait-levels of dialectical thinking would be an important individual difference

factor to consider when examining mixed emotions across the adult lifespan.
Further exploring cultural variability in mixed emotions, the influence of culture

can apply to general affective experiences. In fact, people in Eastern cultures may

experience PA and NA as moderately positively correlated or minimally correlated,

which starkly contrasts the prototypical strong negative correlations in Western cultures
(e.g., Bagozzi, Wong, & Yi, 1999; Pethtel & Chen, 2010; Schimmack, 2009).

Importantly, there is evidence to suggest that this difference might be attributable to
cultural differences in dialectical thinking (Grossman, Huynh, & Ellsworth, 2016), which

may promote differences in health outcomes in later life (Miyamoto & Ryff, 2011).
Altogether, these studies indicate that cultural variability in affect preferences and
comfortability with juxtaposed feelings may meaningfully contribute to the emergence of

mixed emotions. Consequently, this may lead to cultural differences in health trajectories
across adulthood. Cross-cultural examinations of mixed emotions at both state- and trait
levels demonstrate that mixed emotions vary by culture, which may have implications for
the PWB on a global scale.
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Mixed emotions and regulation. Future mixed emotion research must address
the connection between mixed emotions and regulation. The coactivation model (Larsen

et al., 2003) argues that mixed emotions may represent a self-regulatory process whereby
PA is experienced in the face of NA-inducing events. No existing literature has explored

whether mixed emotions are an independent phenomenon or the consequence of emotion
regulation.

Existing evidence suggests that mixed emotions are inseparable from regulation,

and age may be related to more effective utilization of mixed emotions for regulatory
purposes. For instance, when asked to regulate their emotional reactions to negative

autobiographical memories, OAs retain more NA while simultaneously increasing PA to

a higher extent in comparison to YAs (Hamilton & Allard, 2021). In response to a
sadness-inducing film clip, OAs reported more mixed emotions than YAs and also

recovered more efficiently (Mather & Ready, 2021). In the present study, OAs were more
reactive (i.e., greater increases and decreases in PA and NA) over the course of the
experiment, which may be due to their higher well-being (in comparison to YAs).

Rather than examining acute stressors, it could be fruitful to answer this question
via chronic stressors. For example, unpublished data from Smillie, Anglim, Barford, &

O’Connor (2020) indicates that, out of 854 Australian residents surveyed during the late
March lockdown due to COVID-19, only 3% of respondents indicated purely negative

emotions. Nearly 70% of respondents indicated mixed emotions. This evidence suggests
that mixed emotions may be a natural regulatory response, particularly to novel and
prolonged stressors as people decipher their emotional arousal. However, these findings

do not entirely answer whether mixed emotions are distinct from true regulatory efforts.
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Unfortunately, there may not be a clear answer without additional studies and extensive

theory building regarding the nature of mixed emotions and their delineation from PA
and NA trajectories during stress.

Concluding Remarks
This study investigated mixed emotion elicitation in a cross-sectional sample of
YAs, MAs, and OAs. To date, mixed emotions have been relatively unexplored in later
life. Despite overall age similarities in mixed emotion intensity, some key differences in
affect trajectories emerged. Importantly, this study provides preliminary evidence that

mixed emotions may be connected to the PWB. OAs had higher well-being, but they
demonstrated more reactivity and quicker dissipation of momentary affective reactions.
The present findings provide interesting considerations for existing aging and emotion

theories. Key unanswered questions remain concerning how mixed emotions may differ
due to experimental and individual differences. Ultimately, this work takes a novel
approach to the PWB by providing some initial support that mixed emotions may be

related to how people maintain overall positive lives despite negative circumstances.
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APPENDIX A

Informed Consent and Screening Questions

Cleveland State University Department of Psychology

Informed Consent for Online Participation in
“Emotional Experiences in Adulthood”
Primary Investigator: Eric S. Allard, PhD
Introduction: This study will test how people of different ages experience a variety of
emotions. People between the ages of 18-100 may participate in this study. Please contact
the leader of this project (Dr. Eric Allard) if you have any questions before agreeing to
participate.

Purpose of the Study: We are investigating how people experience emotions. We will
ask you to fill out several questionnaires and report about your emotions in response to a
video clip. The responses you provide will be linked to certain health-related outcomes.
Descriptions of the Procedure: This research will be done online. First, you will fill out
questionnaires. Next, you will watch a video and rate your emotions. Everything will be
done in one 30-minute session.

Possible Risks or Discomforts: This study should not be more uncomfortable than a
typical experience of sitting in front of a computer. If you have a strong negative
response to the video, we can refer you to CSU counseling services (216-687-2277). No
other risks are known at this time.
Benefits to Participants: All participants that complete this study will be compensated
$3.00.
Costs: You do not have to pay to participate in this research.

Right to Withdraw from the Experiment: Your participation is voluntary. You may
withdraw at any time without penalty or loss of any kind.
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Confidentiality: Personal information will not be released without written permission.
Your response will be entered into a computer and combined with responses from other
people in the study. All data will be stored in a locked room in Dr. Eric Allard’s
laboratory. Only the research team will have access. Although it happens very rarely, we
may be required to show information to people who need to be sure we have done the
research correctly, such as our university Review Board. Your name will not be
connected with these materials. When the results of study are shared at meetings or in
reports, only combined information will be presented.
Contact Person for Questions: Feel free to contact Dr. Eric Allard
(e.s.allard@csuohio.edu) or Lucas Hamilton (l.j.hamilton@vikes.csuohio.edu ) with
questions or comments.

I understand that if I have any questions about my rights as a research subject, I
can contact the Cleveland State University Institutional Review Board at (216) 687
3630.

Certification: I have read and believe I understand this document. I believe that I
understand the goal of the research and what I will be asked to do. I have been allowed
to ask questions. My questions have been answered. I understand that I may stop at any
time and that I can refuse to answer any question(s). I understand that my personal
information will remain confidential. I understand that all information associated with
me will have my name removed, and that I will not be named in reports of this research. I
have received a copy of this document for my personal reference. I acknowledge that I
am over the age of 18 and give my informed consent to participate in this study.

Do you willingly consent to participate in this research study?

o I willingly consent to participate in this study.
o I do not willingly consent to participate.
Skip To: End of Survey IfDo you willingly consent to participate in this research study?
= I do not willingly consent to participate.____________________________________
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What is your current age?

o Under 18
o 18 - 34
o 35 - 59
o 60+
Skip To: End of Survey If What is your current age? = Under 18
Are you a native speaker of English? If not, did you begin speaking English before the
age of 6?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Skip To: End of Survey IfAre you a native speaker ofEnglish? If not, did you begin
speaking English before the age of 6? = No________________________________
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APPENDIX B
Brief Medical Background

Please answer the following questions about general health items.
All of your responses will be kept confidential.
Do you have normal or corrected to normal (i.e. glasses or contacts) vision?

o Yes
o No
Are you colorblind?

o Yes
o No
Do you wear a hearing aid?

o Yes
o No
Do you have a history of any learning disorders (e.g., ADD, ADHD, dyslexia)?

o Yes
o No
Do you have any history of emotional or psychiatric problems such as depression or
anxiety?

o Yes
o No
Display NE Question:
IfDo you have any history of emotional or psychiatric problems such as depression
or anxiety? = Yes________________________________________________________
How recently did these problems occur?
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Are you currently taking any anti-depressant medications (e.g., SSRIs, benzodiazepines)?

o Yes
o No
Have you had electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)?

o Yes
o No
Do you have a diagnosis of any neurological or movement disorder?

o Yes
o No
Display This Question:
IfDo you have a diagnosis of any neurological or movement disorder? = Yes
Please identify your condition.

Have you had any major head trauma (e.g., a concussion) within the last two years?

o Yes
o No
Have you had any eye surgery (e.g., cataract surgery) within the last 6 months?

o Yes
o No
Have you been diagnosed with an eye disorder (e.g., glaucoma, macular degeneration)?

o Yes
o No
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Do you have any history of heart disease?

o Yes
o No
Have you had any open-heart surgery within the last 2 years?

o Yes
o No
Do you have any history of vascular disease?

o Yes
o No
Have you had a stroke?

o Yes
o No
Do you have untreated high blood pressure?

o Yes
o No
Do you have a history of seizures?

o Yes
o No
Do you have any electrodes implanted for seizures or for pain control?

o Yes
o No
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Do you have any history of drug or alcohol abuse?

o Yes
o No
Do you have diabetes?

o Yes
o No
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APPENDIX C

Demographics
Please indicate your date of birth (MM / DD / YYYY) . _________________________
What is your current age in years? _______________________________
What is your gender? Please indicate the most appropriate answer.

o Man
o Woman
o Non-binary
o I prefer not to disclose
o I prefer to self-describe
Display This Question:
If What is your gender? Please indicate the most appropriate answer. = I prefer to
self-describe___________________________________________________________

What is your racial background? Please select the most appropriate answer.

o American Indian or Alaskan Native
o Asian or Pacific Islander
o African-American, Black
o Caucasian, White
o Other
Display This Question:
If What is your racial background? Please select the most appropriate answer. =
Other
Please specify.
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What is your ethnic background?

o Hispanic
o Not Hispanic
What is the best description of your marital status?

o Single
o Married
o Divorced
o Separated
o Widowed
What is the highest level of education you have received? Use the categories below to aid
your response.
Grade School - 1-6 High School - 7-12 College - 13-16
Graduate - 17-25
012345678910111213141516171819202122232425
Level of Education

How would you rate your current health?

o Excellent
o Good
o Fair
o Poor
o Very Poor
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APPENDIX D
Global Health Questionnaire (GHQ; Goldberg & Hilier, 1979)

Please read this carefully:
We would like to know if you have had any medical complaints, and how your health has
been in general, over the , past few weeks.
Please answer ALL the questions by selecting the answer which you think most nearly
applies to you.

Remember that we want to know about.present and recent complaints, not those that you
had in the past.

It is important that you try to answer ALL the questions.
Have you recently . . .

Same as
usual

Better than
usual
Been feeling perfectly
well and in good health?
Felt on the whole you
were doing things well?
Been taking longer over
the things you do?

o
o
o

o
o
o
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Worse than
usual

o
o
o

Much worse
than usual

o
o
o

Have you recently . . .

Not at all
Been feeling in need of
some medicine to pick
you up?

No more
than usual

Rather more
than usual

Much more
than usual

o

o

o

o

Been getting any pains in
your head?

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

Been getting a feeling of
tightness or pressure in
your head?

o

o

o

o

Been having hot or cold
spells?

o

o

o

o

Been feeling run down
and out of sorts?

Felt that you are ill?

Have you recently . . .

Not at all
Lost much sleep over
worry?

No more
than usual

Rather more
than usual

Much more
than usual

Been getting edgy and
bad-tempered?

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Been getting scared or
panicky for no good
reason?

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

Had difficulty in staying
asleep?

Felt constantly under
strain?

Found everything getting
on top of you?
Been feeling nervous and
uptight all the time?
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Have you recently . . .

Same as
usual

More so
than usual

Rather less
than usual

Much less
than usual

Been managing to keep
yourself busy and
occupied?

o

o

o

o

Been satisfied with the
way you've carried out
your tasks?

o

o

o

o

Felt capable of making
decisions about things?

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

Been able to enjoy your
normal day-to-day
activities?

o

o

o

o

Felt that you are playing
a useful part in things?

Select "Same As Usual"

Have you recently . . .

Not at all
Been thinking of yourself
as a worthless person?

No more
than usual

Rather more
than usual

Much more
than usual

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

Found at times you
couldn't do anything
because your nerves were
too bad?

o

o

o

o

Found yourself wishing
you were dead and away
from it all?

o

o

o

o

Felt that life is entirely
hopeless?
Felt that life isn't worth
living?
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Have you recently . . .

Definitely
not

I don't think
so

Has crossed
my mind

Definitely
have

Thought of the possibility
that you might do away
with yourself?

o

o

o

o

Found that the idea of
taking your own life kept
coming into your mind?

o

o

o

o
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APPENDIX E
COVID Questions

How would you rate your physical health during the following times?
October 2019 - February 2020

▼ Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent

March 2020 - August 2020

▼ Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent

Current

▼ Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent

How would you rate your emotional well-being during the following times?
October 2019 - February 2020

▼ Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent

March 2020 - August 2020

▼ Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent

Current

▼ Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent

The following questions refer to your experiences since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic. Please answer the following questions regarding your experiences since
March 2020.
0

1

Not at all
2
3

4

5

6

Extremely
7
8
9

—1-----1
------ 1-—
=I—
—1-----1
------ 1-—
=I—
—I—

How much has your life changed?

Did you ever feel pitied or felt that others were
feeling sorry for you?
How would you rate your loneliness?
How worried for your health were you?
How would you rate your stress level?
How satisfied were you with your accessibility
to loved ones?

How satisfied were you with the emotional
support you received from loved ones?
How satisfied were you with the way you were
treated by your loved ones?
How satisfied were you with the way you were
treated by strangers?
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10

Have you tested positive for COVID-19?

o Yes
o No
o Unsure / Was not tested
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APPENDIX F

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988)

The words listed below describe different feelings and emotions. Read each item and
then, in the space next to that word, indicate the extent to which you GENERALLY feel
that way; that is, how you feel on average.
1
Very slightly or
not at all

2
A little

3
Moderately

Interested
Distressed
Excited
Upset
Strong
Guilty
Scared
Hostile
Enthusiastic
Proud

4
Quite a bit

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
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Irritable
Alert
Ashamed
Inspired
Nervous
Determined
Attentive
Jittery
Active
Afraid

5
Extremely

APPENDIX G
Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS; Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985)

Below are five statements that you may agree or disagree with. Using the 1 - 7 scale
below, indicate your agreement with each item by placing the appropriate number on the
line preceding that item. Please be open and honest in your responding.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 - Strongly agree
6 - Agree
5 - Slightly agree
4 - Neither agree nor disagree
3 - Slightly disagree
2 - Disagree
1 - Strongly disagree

____In most ways my life is close to my ideal.
____The conditions of my life are excellent.
____I am satisfied with my life.
____So far I have gotten the important things I want in life.
____If I could live my life over, I would change almost nothing.
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APPENDIX H

Meaningful Life Questionnaire (MLQ; Steger et al., 2006)
Please take a moment to think about what makes your life feel important to you. Please
respond to the following statements as truthfully and accurately as you can, and also
please remember that these are very subjective questions and that there are no right or
wrong answers. Please answer according to the scale below:
Absolutely
Untrue
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mostly
Untrue
2

Somewhat
Untrue
3

Can’t Say
True or False
4

Somewhat
True
5

Mostly
True
6

I understand my life’s meaning.
I am looking for something that makes my life feel meaningful.
I am always looking to find my life’s purpose.
My life has a clear sense of purpose.
I have a good sense of what makes my life meaningful.
I have discovered a satisfying life purpose.
I am always searching for something that makes my life feel significant.
I am seeking a purpose or mission for my life.
My life has no clear purpose.
I am searching for meaning in my life.
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Absolutely
True
7

APPENDIX I

Modified Differential Emotions Scale (mDES; Fredrickson, 2013)
Think back to how you have felt during the past 5 minutes. Using the scale below,
indicate the greatest amount that you have experienced each of the following feelings.
0 = Not at all, 1 = A little bit, 2 = moderately, 3 = Quite a bit, and 4 = Extremely

1. What is the most amused, fun-loving, or silly you felt?

2. What is the most angry, irritated, or annoyed you felt?
3. What is the most ashamed, humiliated, or disgraced you felt?

4. What is the most awe, wonder, or amazement you felt?
5. What is the most contemptuous, scornful, or distainful you felt?

6. What is the most disgust, distaste, or revulsion you felt?
7. What is the most embarrassed, self-conscious, or blushing you felt?
8. What is the most grateful, appreciative, or thankful you felt?

9. What is the most guilty, repentant, or blameworthy you felt?

10. What is the most hate, distrust, or suspicion you felt?
11. What is the most hopeful, optimistic, or encouraged you felt?
12. What is the most inspired, uplifted, or elevated you felt?
13. What is the most interested, alert, or curious you felt?
14. What is the most joyful, glad, or happy you felt?
15. What is the most love, closeness, or trust you felt?
16. What is the most proud, confident, or self-assured you felt?
17. What is the most sad, downhearted, or unhappy you felt?
18. What is the most scared, fearful, or afraid you felt?
19. What is the most serene, content, or peaceful you felt?
20. What is the most stressed, nervous, or overwhelmed you felt?
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APPENDIX J
Video Instructions & Links

Life Is Beautiful (1997): https://youtu.be/0Zboa- pnZs

FOR VIEWING INSTRUCTIONS SEE TABLE 3 ON P. 62

Kaleidoscope: https://youtu.be/aXLqczoerj0
As you watch the following video, please pay attention to the changing colors and shapes.

Puppies & Babies: https://youtu.be/iPW75ZO4pIA
Please watch the following video for as long as you would like.
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APPENDIX K

Manipulation Checks

In a few sentences, describe what you were focusing on (i.e., thinking about, looking
at) when viewing the video.

In a few sentences, describe how you implemented the viewing instructions you
received prior to the video.

Were the instructions you received easy to implement when viewing the video?

▼ Extremely easy (1) ... Extremely difficult (7)

Which of the following phrases best capture the instructions you were given?
▼ Watch Naturally (1) ... None of the above (5)
Have you previously seen this clip?

o Yes
o No
o Not sure
Select the option that best describes the two groups of people that were depicted in the
video.

o Workers and Bosses
o Military and Civilians
o Guards and Prisoners
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How were the two main characters related?

o Uncle and Nephew
o Guardian and Child
o Father and Son
What was the name of the young boy?

o David
o James
o Joshua
What was the reward for winning "the game" the man described?

o Food and Drink
o A Tank
o Money
Why did the man improperly translate?

o It was an attempt to keep the young boy naive to the reality of the situation.
o It was a way to stand up to the authority figures.
o He did not understand what they were saying, so he made things up instead.
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APPENDIX L

IRB Approval

fÄ CLEVELAND STATE
W UNIVERSITY
May 18, 2020
Dear Eric Allard,
RE: IRB-FY2020-19
Mixed Emotions as a Predictor of Well-Being in Adulthood and Old Age

The IRB has reviewed and approved your application for the above-named project under
the category noted below.
Application renewal is not necessary unless indicated below.

Approval Category: Expedited Category 7
Approval Date:
May 18, 2020
Expiration Date: -

By accepting this decision, you agree to notify the IRB of: (1) any additions to or changes
in procedures for your study that modify the subjects’ risk in any way; and (2) any events
that affect that safety or well-being of subjects. Notify the IRB of any revisions to the
protocol, including the addition of researchers, prior to implementation.
Thank you for your efforts to maintain compliance with the federal regulations for the
protection of human subjects. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Mary Jane Karpinski
IRB Analyst
Cleveland State University
Sponsored Programs and Research Services
(216) 687-3624
m.karpinski2@csuohio.edu
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CLEVELAND STATE
UNIVERSITY
August 24, 2020

Dear Professor Eric Allard,
I am writing In response to your study IRB-FY2020-19, Mixed Emotions as a Predictor
of Well-Being in Adulthood and Old Age, as acknowledgement of modifications to
previously approved protocol. Please consider this email notice of the Approval for the
requested modification to your Cayuse IRB Submission.

Investigator request to modify previously approved CSU IRB Submission #FY202019 as follows:
"In light of newly expected timelines for the COVID-19 pandemic, we believe that it is
best to forego allface-to-face data collection until CSU is fully reopened. This decision is
in the best interest ofparticipants in at-risk populations (i.e. people over 50) who will
take part in this research. This decision alters Study 2 most notably; however, minor
changes are made to Study 1 as well. We are submitting this modification with revised
recruitment, data collection, and study procedures. "
.... has been granted.

Thank you for your efforts to maintain compliance with the federal regulations for the
protection of human subjects. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Mary Jane Karpinski
IRB Analyst
Cleveland State University
Sponsored Programs and Research Services
(216) 687-3624
m.karpinski2@csuohio.edu
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